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Challenges and Successes
Through two very different key features, this edition of The
Internationalist highlights both the extraordinary challenges of
today’s marketing leaders through the lens of the agency
consultants who work with them, and also celebrates the
Internationalists of the Year, or the global brand champions who
have managed to achieve extraordinary success despite the
many obstacles posed by our shifting world.
There is no question that the role of today’s marketing leaders is changing.
Not only have their increased responsibilities become exceedingly complex, but 21st century
marketers now bear far greater levels of accountability than ever before. Marketers are charged with
building brands NOW — not over time — in an environment that stresses increased sales TODAY.
Working in “real time” with accelerated decision-making and instant data feedback demands that a smart
marketer execute and evaluate simultaneously. This is the first time in the history of business that
execution, evaluation and now re-adaptation all occur essentially within the same time frame.
On a larger scale, today’s marketing leader must be the company’s visionary and its expert on trends,
while demonstrating adeptness at both internal and external communications. Add a global overlay of
regulations, carbon footprints, CSR, cultures, languages, political environments and all manner of differing
perspectives… and you’ve described one of the world’s most challenging occupations — played on a very
public stage fraught with immediate customer reaction that directly affects a brand’s potential for success.
In this environment — even with our new digital tools — to truly accomplish on a global level is
extraordinary. As a result, The Internationalist is honored to name the current Internationalists of the Year.
They are a remarkable inspiration to all who are part of our global industry.
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McCann Gauges The World’s
Write down the five cities, other than your
own, that you believe will have the most
influence in transforming the lives of people
in your country over the next few years

Dave McCaughan
Regional Strategic Planning Director
McCann Worldgroup Asia Pacific

In a world where urbanization grows at an ever increasing pace, where
more and more people are flying between cities more often, where city as
origins of brands, government driven soft power and city attraction based
tourism are all booming, it seemed to us that it might be interesting to
reconsider which cities are the sources of the transformations in our lives.

Dave has lived in many great cities : Sydney,
Rome, Bangkok, Hong Kong and now Tokyo.
For the last twenty plus years he has been
studying people, their lives and influencers
for McCann across Asia Pacific. He also
founded and leads the global McCann
PULSE program. And he is a great believer
in the inspiration of soft power and cities in

Over 60 cities have been nominated by the 120 odd Planners within the
McCann Worldgroup network and the 50 plus marketers and marketing
experts we asked to nominate their idea of the 5 cities (not including their
own) that will most influence transformations in the next couple of years.
From over 900 nominations, we managed to get roughly 25% of our
respondents from each of the USA, Asia, Europe (well, more like 30%
from Europe) and the remainder from across the other important parts of
the world. So, a fairly global point of view...

inspiring marketing.
Dave.mccaughan@japan.mccann.com

We have not calculated a “winner” by tallying the “votes.” Rather, we
analyzed the many submissions, looked for commonalities and the
reasons particular cities were nominated, and then, split out three groups
of cities:

» The 13 most commonly selected cities from people from around the
world. Each had to have been discussed by people from at least six
countries over three continents.

» The Next 13, which seemed to be the cities that were more likely to
have a strong regional following /influence or very specific claims to
transformational leadership.

» The Surprising 13, a random selection of the cities that, to be
honest, never really struck us as likely to be on the list, therefore
exposing our own ignorance and unworldliness.
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Most Influential Cities
13 TRANSFORMATION CITIES
THE BAY HUB AREA, USA… Where things change now. A sort of
amalgam of people not being clear about San Francisco, Palo Alto,
Cupertino, Silicon Valley etc. But clearly most people nominated “the
place where Steve Jobs, Google, and all other stuff that changes my life
every day comes from”. Quite clearly it is the area where people believe the
transformations that matter (“the digitalisation of life”) are being driven
from right now.
SHANGHAI, China… “Where transformation is expected to come from”,
the “capital of the 21st Century” as was reported numerous times. Actually,
the single most commonly nominated city around the world. Maybe it’s
perceptual but the belief that Shanghai IS the capital of the future is
global, and no doubt the recently finished Expo helped reinforce that
image even if people find it hard to actually state what is coming from
Shanghai.
TOKYO, Japan… The place where future transformations are happening
now. For both good and bad. A place where cultural and product oddities
get started and then well up into global trends. Perceived as a mobile/cellphone heaven where everything is being transformed by cell-phone
services. A test case for the Aging world and the changes in mindsets, and
roles of age. And the test market for a new economic reality (even if, as
was often noted, the economic transformations taking place are not ones
the West really wants to follow).
NEW YORK, USA… Still seen as the arbiter of global cool. Quite often
discussed as “THE city that you would pick to visit first rather than any
other”. It’s interesting in that hardly anyone seems able to mention what
transformations come from NY but many agree it provides the stamp of
approval… “ if you can make it there etc etc”. (but look at comments*).
LONDON, UK… Traditional leader of transformation and perceived as still
a soft culture leader, especially in Europe. In reality, most mentions were
about the revival about to come, due to the Olympics and Royal Weddings
(though whether you think Will and Kate’s marriage is really important is
possibly a transformational trend of its own).*
LA / HOLLYWOOD, USA… Still the source of the world’s image of
America and truly global entertainment. You could argue that Hollywood
has past its “prime”, yet the influence of the TV programming coming
from there was noted by people everywhere, not just as symbolic of the
way we see America but also a transformation of what to expect in life (e.g.
despite its English origins, American Idol expresses the transformational
truth that “everyone has a shot at stardom” while one of the world’s most
popular TV shows House expresses a wary cynicism that we see in so
many aspects of life.)
PARIS, France… Still seen as the arbiter of fashion and luxury it was often
referred to more as a “benchmark” rather than as a transformer. However,
for many in the developing world it’s still a goal to obtain “a piece of Paris”
credibility. And the recent trend globally to focus on food, celebrity chefs
and mass participation in culinary aspiration was also a common reason

for placing Paris as the global arbiter of transformation (“everyone wants
to have a Michelin starred restaurant in their neighbourhood”).
BEIJING, China… The power base and decision maker for the economy
that is transforming the world. Also, the leading example of a global
transformation you might call “the re-creation of centralised driven
change”. Think Olympics. A trend we noticed as talked about in
connection to governments like China and Dubai (UAE) and also to
Google, which are the places where the real transformations are being
developed and mechanised through central will rather than shared policy.
MUMBAI, India… A real test case city that encompasses the fascination
with India, the possibility that Indian brands, culture, fashion could
transform globally in the next few years but also typifying the risks of
many emerging nation mega cities in having to transform itself. In fact
many people from Western countries noted that Mumbai is a real
example of the developing world’s transformational power. A lot of
potential and influence already (think Bollywood) but also a test case to see
if it can become a city that offers the majority of residents improved
lifestyles and not urban disaster.
SEOUL, Korea… Korea is globally seen as “the most digital country”, and
Seoul is a place being watched to see how its brands stand up to the “i”
challenge. At the same time it was often noted as a hothouse of new, online digital lifestyles matched with increasing influence in fashion and
style. Seoul is a city to watch for the coming transformations in urban
living. And on top of all that, and perhaps most importantly, it is still the
dominant producer and arbiter of pop culture in East Asia.
RIO DE JANIERO, Brazil… World Cup, Olympics, boom times,
rethinking LATAM. A common pick from around the world as the face of
not just Brazil in transformation but what one submission pointed out as
“the transformation of global sports as the proof point of national
transformation: Japan in 64, China in 08, South Africa in 10, London in
12, Rio etc. It’s all about using showcases to re-create, re-evaluate, re-build
images of who is leading the world of change”.
TEHERAN, Iran… A combination of “spooky if they go nuclear”, “will
people power win over hardliners” and “a pop culture influencer”. The
latter is perhaps most surprising to those outside the region who don’t
recognise the role of Iranian performers in entertainment.
FACEBOOK… Technically not a city but a number of people pointed out
that it has become a world/city that you choose to live and maybe work in
micro suburbs you build yourself with “friends” as neighbours. A “city”
that over 500 million people have migrated to at some stage (and as was
pointed out many migrate away from as well) because it offers a lifestyle
they find attractive. It’s one where you really can build your own “walls”
(houses?). And a city where the “government” creates rules like any other
governments, and that “the great amount of citizens don’t realize they
exist until they become unpopular”. And certainly it is representative of a
Global Transformation that suggests that “virtual lives are now real lives”.

www.internationalistmagazine.com 7
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THE NEXT 13 CITIES
THEN THERE ARE THE “NEXT 13”, the places that are transformative but maybe in more
specific spheres of influence. Cities that we found more likely to be nominated by people who
lived within the same region, or that were seen as arbiters “Western” or “Developing” stereotypes,
or of learning to cope with a changing world. Their influence was generally “in the making” and
often they were talked about as role models that were being ardently copies, or should be.

NEXT
NEW DELHI, India … Well, everyone is watching India and the way its
big brands can or cannot expand. The 2010 Commonwealth Games were
either perceived as a sign that “yeah developing countries can do it” or
“watch out for near disasters”. But more importantly some observers
noted Delhi as the test for the need to see if “democracy, the need for fast
change, and huge social disparity” can transform peacefully together.

WASHINGTON, USA … Everyone is watching what will happen with US
policy and how it transforms. The Obama experiment is in itself still seen
and debated as transformative.
DUBAI, UAE … Seen by many as the extreme of a modern city and
experimentation. Of being all risk and potential disaster. Of centralized
power forcing new national ambitions or finding ways to “just make cities
work” in the toughest of environments (Note: our survey was completed
just before Qatar won hosting rights for the 2022 FIFA World Cup… But
the possibility was mentioned and the World Cup preparation and debate
seen as yet a further test of how unlikely cities can transform opinions and
lifestyles).
DETROIT, USA … The revival of the auto industry .. maybe? A model of
urban redevelopment and eco-management…? Mostly nominated by
Americans so is it wishful thinking…? Or is it really, as one nomination
said, “a great example of the ability to transform what seemed lost in the
past into the future”?
LAGOS, Nigeria … Not just the biggest city in Africa, and often
commented on as the city that will either prove Africa can make it or
collapse. It is also a key centre of the growth of African pop culture.
Nollywood is now the number two movie provider in the world after
Mumbai and its films are fast gaining massive following across the
continent and beyond.
MEXICO CITY, Mexico … Actually suggested as “the new capital of the
new / old north America”. The influence of migration and internal growth
of Hispanic USA was frequently commented on as the key transformation
going on in that country. As one submission said, “just look at the way US
telcos now ask if you want directory help in English or Spanish.” Other
people noted the challenges facing the Mexican government in
maintaining the economy and the war with drug cartels etc. as examples
of transformations happening in many countries.
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MIAMI, USA … Still seen as a key LATAM centre and influencer. In the
same way Mexico City decisions were seen as important to the USA so
Miami is seen as influencing Latin America. But we should note most
people who said this did not come from South American countries. So is
this influence real or perceived. (And don’t doubt the power of CSI Miami
which remains one of the world’s most watched contents on a regular
basis in influencing images of the city.)
COPENHAGEN, Denmark … Often cited as representing Nordic
balanced lifestyles and clean city living. Might be more in image than
reality however there seemed a global admiration and desire for lifestyles
that people saw Copenhagen/Denmark,Nordic life as encompassing…
“Where the balance of nature and human awareness begins”.
BERLIN, Germany … Almost exclusively nominated by Europeans as both
the financial decision maker of Europe and a major cultural
transformation centre. “The real capital of the EU today” as one
contributor noted in explaining that Berlin was seen as the place that
would decide if the Euro and the EU itself could/would really work.
SINGAPORE, Singapore … Influential as a role model for the “modern
city”. In many developing countries like India and China, city
governments use Singapore as a literal model for urban development.
And the recent loosening of government attitudes to “fun” is also seen as
an example of trying to transform lifestyles from “all work” to “work,
success and enjoy”
SAO PAOLO, Brazil … Actually this is often a case of Rio needing to do a
better job as many people seem to have confused the cities with regards to
hosting the Olympics but Sao Paolo itself is seen as a test case for Brazil
moving from emerging to developed country. Like Lagos and Mumbai it
represents the ability to transform what are often seen as urban disasters
into showpieces of improved lives.
DUBLIN / ATHENS, Ireland and Greece … Which were both actually
nominated by quite a few people, but always as examples of the “be wary”
kind. Unfortunately for two cities with such rich histories of offering
transformational ideas from democracy to U2, they now represent
transformational examples of economics not to be followed.
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THE SURPRISING CITIES
OF COURSE THERE WERE THE VERY SURPISING. Among the sixty plus cities that one
or more people nominated as transformative, there were many that we would not have
considered before this exercise started. Cities both big, and sometimes very small or just
being built. Cities chosen because they represent unique local circumstances, experiments,
regional interests, or in some cases extreme lessons to be learned. Often only one or two
people mentioned one of these thirteen cities but we thought the reasons for their being
talked about at all made them interesting and places that we will watch and learn from.

DHAKA, Bangladesh … Grameen Bank continues to lead the
transformations and now the debate about micro-financing. Extremely
topical again as we entered 2011 but still seen by many as a key
methodology for transforming so much of the developing world. And
meanwhile, Dhaka is also the new centre of global textiles manufacturing.
MASDAR, Abu Dhabi, UAE … An experimental city being built solely to
rely on solar and renewable energy in the middle of the world’s major
source region for oil and gas.
SANAA, Yemen ... A perceived capital of terrorism. The recent regional
Games notwithstanding, it’s a place most of us only hear bad things from.
And three of our contributors wondered if the worst is yet to come.
ACCRA, Ghana … The “new capital of finance in Africa” or so a couple of
people claimed (… and no, they were not from Ghana). The alternative
experiment to Lagos, and the potential of Africa.
WARSAW, Poland ... Because there is a perception in other parts of
Europe that it’s people have a work ethic that is transforming basic service.
And a willingness to change by taking the best “of the West” while not
losing its individuality.
JAKARTA, Indonesia … The new BRIIC, one of the fastest growing
Facebook markets, a center for music exports, “the face of less radical
Islam”.

SALZBURG, Austria… “Shows how perfect tourism is done”. Perhaps
symbolic that many people referred to cities as transforming images of
tourism in a world where tourism is itself moving up the scale of policy
and the key hope and / or savior of economies
MELBOURNE, Australia … Credited by some Asians as a role model city,
a preferred place to study by South Eastern Asian students and one they
then prefer not to leave after they graduate.
BOSTON, USA … The move to more mobile curriculums at leading
universities here was noted as a key transformation that will change
education in the USA and beyond.
BALI, Indonesia … Well, it’s not a city but it just the sort of place some
people wish the whole world was like … and it did transform Julia Roberts
in Eat Pray Love.
ISTANBUL, Turkey… Actually surprising it did not come up more often,
given its role as a pop culture centre for the Middle East, the capital of one
of the most dynamic economies and recognised as the most high profile
example trying to find a balance between Western and Islam lifestyles.
ALASKA, USA… Again not really a city, and no, it was not nominated
directly because it’s where Sarah comes from. It was noted by a few people
as a test case for how much the US government really treats eco issues
seriously.

LAS VEGAS, USA … Described as “all the glam of NY with more glitz”…
and the role model for the transformation of places from Macau to
Singapore trying to change their tourist profiles to capture Chinese
tourists.

SURPRISING CITIES
www.internationalistmagazine.com 9
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How to build an evergreen brand

I

In an agency search process, many clients often ask:
“How do we build long lasting campaigns?”
To which the answer often is:
“Don’t. Build an evergreen brand!”
To give the broader audience a view on this matter, our first Viewpoint focuses on how an

Dan Hestbæk

evergreen brand should be built. Our knowledge in this field is primarily based on insights from
both clients and agencies, who we work with on a daily basis in the quest of fostering the best
relationships that in the end will affect the success of brands.

Traditional Practice

Most agencies that we hand a client brief come back and present us
ideas through traditional practice: The Campaign.
The campaign is often agencies' solution to most marketing
challenges, and it is surprising how often agencies reflexively deliver a
relatively short sighted solution rather than the opposite. This takes
place even when we let agencies know that the client wants a
longsighted solution. Admittedly, the agency's solution is often due to
client's short term planning, particular in the recent downturn.
Nonetheless, in recent times we have seen some fantastic examples of
campaigns creating amazing brand awareness as well as increased
sales.
To name a few, CP+B's various campaigns for Burger King as well as
Domino's, SapientNitro's work for Queensland Australia or VCCP's
work for BISL Limited. However, a traditional way of thinking often
facilitates the quick-fix campaign solution with the brand moving in a
traditional campaign cycle, as in the aforementioned cases.

What we have learned from working with agencies and clients is that a
fundamental change in thinking is required, both from the agency –
and client side, if the agency's solutions on the client briefs should
change. Shifting away from short sighted quick-fix solutions to long
sighted evergreen solutions.
If this should happen the traditional campaign cycle, as illustrated
above, will change and create an opportunity to build an evergreen
brand.

Unique practice
Some of the best cases
on evergreen brands
are built by forward
thinking clients and
agencies indifferent of
industry and
discipline. Although
we believe that digital
in the future, will be
10
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the main technology behind a successful evergreen brand, digital
alone will not ensure success for the brand. Our view is that digital by
enlarge is not a discipline but a technology provider, which enables
communication with a variety of dialogue possibilities. “The big idea”
is the driver behind a relevant conceptual platform and creates the
foundation for an evergreen brand.
The Michelin Guide
A great example of a successful non-digital platform is The Michelin
Guide which has been around since the early 1900s. The brief to the
agency by the Michelin brothers was: “Help us sell more tyres”.
The solution became the best guide for restaurants and
accommodations available along the travel route of France. The reason
being that car owners in France needed a good purpose to travel and
experience their countryside by car.
The guide quickly became incredibly popular for its restaurant
information, as it highlighted the most exceptional chefs and eateries,
thus creating more traffic on the roads. As people felt a desire to
explore these new venues by car the sales figures of Michelin tyres
exploded within France.
The Michelin story is a great example of a relevant conceptual
platform that consumers could easily integrate into their daily lives,
and thus became the foundation for one of the first successful
evergreen brands.

Nike+
Today successful evergreen brands are shifting towards digital as the
main technology behind their conceptual platforms adding campaigns
on top of it.
The most acknowledged example of a successful conceptual platform
is the creation of the Nike+ universe launched in 2006.
Nike, in cooperation with the full-service digital agency R/GA,
launched the Nike+ platform where users upload their running details
and interact with friends in a myriad of ways through the usage of
Nike running shoes and an iPod.

12
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The platform has created a solid audience base for runners interested
in testing themselves individually and towards others. Meanwhile it
creates value to consumers in an easy and intuitive way, providing
valuable services and information when one has completed their
running sessions.

comes through shortlived campaigns
combined with an
innovative long-lasting
platform.

The brilliance of the Nike+ universe is the way in which the platform
afterwards was combined with great campaigns such as the “Human
Race” campaigns with cities competing against each other, marathons
in various cities and the World's Largest Running Event (the global
10k run).

Creating a strong
evergreen brand
platform will
dramatically change
the media space for
brand owners, as a
successful brand platform becomes a media on its own, thus the
brand becomes less dependent on bought media space.

Every time a new campaign is launched it builds a greater audience
on the initial platform, driving consumers back to interact again and
again.

S

Meanwhile, Nike’s sales figures have skyrocketed, which was due to
the increase of audience, the relevance of the product and the usage
of their own media rather than bought media as had traditionally
been the case.

In a recent meeting between Hestbæk Consult and R/GA, Barry
Wacksman, EVP Chief Growth Officer, commented on how
consumer interaction through platforms will change the media space:

App Store

Furthermore, the client leader behind the Nike+ universe, Trevor
Edwards, former CMO of Nike, currently VP Global Brand and
Category Management clearly stated:

Another example of a very successful conceptual platform is Apple's
App Store — a digital ecosystem rooted in applications and utility
assisting in creating an evergreen brand.
App Store represents the conceptual platform built to last, a place
where campaigns are products such as the iPod, iPhone and iPad,
which is launched over time with newer versions of the product.
Apple has very successfully built the App Store with several hundred
thousand applications that can be downloaded when relevant and
needed.
We could go on with successful conceptual platforms: Facebook,
Google, YouTube, LinkedIn, FourSquare etc. However, the interesting
thing is that these platforms are not created by traditional companies
interested in building an evergreen brand but by simple great ideas
facilitating unmet consumer demand. To a large extend a lost
opportunity for many companies, who could have invented these
conceptual platforms.

Best practice
From our perspective the success in building an evergreen brand is
achieved by building a valuable conceptual platform combined with
relevant campaigns. Meanwhile, a brand should ensure relevance to
consumers when they want to interact with your brand, letting
consumers decide their mindset rather than forcing the mindset they
should be in.
This success formula is something we rarely see, but our view is that
brand builders (clients and agencies) should move towards platform
building combined with campaigns to create a continuous interest as
well as interaction with the brand. Interplay between the conceptual
platforms and ongoing campaigns will instigate evergreen brands like
the aforementioned examples in Nike+ and Apple's App Store.
The opportunity to create an evergreen brand could emerge once a
value adding conceptual platform that supports ongoing campaigns
for consumers is built. This increases the size of the audience
interacting with the brand over time, as illustrated above. The success

“We believe platforms become ‘owned’ media for brands and they
trigger "earned" media among consumers”.

“We're not in the business of keeping the media companies alive.
We're in the business of connecting with consumers. People are
coming into Nike+ on average three times a week. So we do not have
to go to them”.
In our view this movement is already underway by forward thinking
marketers chasing the opportunity to create an evergreen brand. The
reality is that marketers, who desires going down the same avenue
will have to change their budgets dramatically, as they need to relocate
budgets from the traditional campaign cycle towards a long-lasting
conceptual platform, thus giving a chance of creating an evergreen
brand.

Action Points
How are you positioned on your market towards your toughest
competitors in relation to building an evergreen brand?
• Make sure to be the leader on attracting consumers to your
platform, as consumer attention is very hard to challenge once the
consumer has chosen a relevant platform.
Are you trapped in the traditional campaign cycle and want to build
an evergreen brand?
• Make sure you have an in-depth talk with your current agency and
test them on whether they have the ability to deliver on your new
movement.
Our experience tells us: You are the highest money spending person
at your firm, thus your superior will measure you on the short-run
putting pressure on you.
• If you decide to make the shift to create an evergreen brand, make
sure to have the full backing on your long term vision by your
superior.
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GLOBETROTTERS
f r o m t h e b l a c k b e r r y of d e b o ra h m a l o n e

This GLOBETROTTERS column is designed to keep the
international community connected. Not only will it spotlight
who is where in the world now, it will also describe the
adventures we all experience by living a life of constant
worldwide travel. If you’ve ever been hijacked, stuck in a
revolution or committed an unforgettable cultural faux pas,
everyone in our community will be curious to hear about it.
Please do tell us, and don’t forget the photos!
TO SUBMIT TO GLOBETROTTERS, EMAIL: deborah.malone@internationalistmagazine.com

RISHAD’S 2011 TOP TRENDS
Trends from Rishad Tobaccowala, Chief
Strategy & Innovation Officer of VivaKi,
always make news. Here are his Top Four
Trends for 2011—retweeted in print.

MARLA KAPLOWITZ TO MEC
Marla Kaplowitz was named President, U.S.
Client Services for MEC North America — a
newly-created position at the media
specialist agency. She will also serve on the MEC North
American Management Board.
Marla will have overall responsibility for the client
management of MEC US clients including Campbell's,
Novartis, Macy's, Yum! Brands, IKEA, Toys R Us and VF Corp.
Working with the team client leaders, she will develop MEC's
product and strategy for these clients, drive integrated
planning and deliver Active Engagement.

JUST INTERNATIONAL
London-based Just Media, the Aegis-owned agency with a core
focus on the technology and finance sectors, has relaunched as
Just International.
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The agency was established in 1996 by Sarah DeHeaume
and bought by Aegis in 2005. Today, nearly 90% of just clients
are international; among them are Epson, Santander and
Commerzbank.
The new identity better reflects Just International’s work
across multiple countries, especially as the agency's services
stretch beyond traditional media into search, social media and
complex lead generation programs designed to cross national
borders.
The name change also serves to better clarify the
distinction with US-based Just Media Inc., led by CEO Dick
Reed, named an Agency Innovator by The Internationalist in
2008. The California company is a media and lead generation
agency that serves tech
brands, as well as a wider
range of other clients. Just
Media Inc. was part of the
same group until the UK
agency was bought by Aegis.
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FRANCOIS DE REN IS
PROMOTED TO MD,
INITIATIVE FRANCE
Initiative has appointed
Francois De Ren to the role
of Managing Director for
Initiative France. He was
previously Strategy Director for the media
agency, also in the company’s Paris office.
He joined the company in 2008 and has
been instrumental in driving new business,
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ANA MEASURES CREATIVE REACTIONS!

The ANA Creativity Conference Presented by
Yahoo! not only helped marketers consider
how creativity helps differentiate a brand, but
measured it on the spot! With the help of
Innerscope’s biometric research—through
small electronic devices that measure
human reactions like heart rate and body
heat-- selected attendees shared their
unconscious emotional involvement with
the presenters.

improving margins and attracting talent. Over
the past 12 months, Francois was influential in
the wins of several high profile clients including
SAB Miller and Cofidis.
In his new role, Francois will lead the
rollout of Initiative’s performance-led approach
in France, while also integrating Mediabrands’
communication resources driving the agency’s
strategic solutions for clients.
Francois began his media career in 1998 as

Pictured:

a Brand Strategy Consultant for Counterpoint

Scott Sundheim, Kellogg’s and Deborah Malone, The Internationalist

before moving to WPP agency HighCo. In

Sharon Hartley, Crayola and Rick Booth, US Luggage Co.

2004, he joined local agency, Noodle, as
Director of Development, before moving to

Carl Marci, Innerscope Research and Tim Ross, Kendall Ross Brand
Development & Design

Initiative in the same role.

ADFORUM
APPOINTS WRIGHT
FERGUSON AS
PRESIDENT-USA
AdForum, the online
marketing resource
company that serves the
creative information needs
of advertisers and agencies around the globe, has
appointed Wright Ferguson Jr. to the role of
President-USA. Wright is best know for the 15
years he spent as Executive Vice President/Group
Publisher at Adweek, the US weekly trade
publication. Most recently as served as President of

MEDIA MATTERS CHICAGO
Presented by The Internationalist
with sponsorship support from
Euronews, Publicitas and
WorldMedia.
1.Dan O'Brien, Vivid Ascent; Rick
Gray, Hudson; Fritz Johnston, The
Boeing Company
2. Kelly Shannon, Loyola
University and Conover
Brown, WorldMedia
3. Harry Neuhaus, Petry
Network; Maggie Knoll,
Cramer-Krasselt and
Gilberto Gribaudo,
Euronews
4. Lori Hiltz, MPG; Christian
Kugel, VivaKi and Pat
Dermody, Sears
5. Ann Cannon, Publicitas
and Greg Paull, R3

1

3
2

Ferguson & Associates, a sales and marketing
consulting firm and as Chief Revenue/Marketing
Officer for Canyaa Holdings in Hong Kong. In his

5

new position, he will work with Philippe Paget,
worldwide CEO, to build the AdForum brand

4

among the advertising and marketing community.
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kudos
to
internationalists of the

Eighteen international marketing leaders have been
named Internationalists of the Year by
The Internationalist magazine. These individuals are
truly the people behind today’s outstanding marketing
thinking and brand communications.
This year marks The Internationalist’s seventh year of
honoring marketing champions who “break the
mold” with marketing ideas and embrace
new levels of risk-taking that are now essential in
delivering results and better connecting with
consumers and customers. This year also boasts our
largest group of winners.

committment to innovation
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break the mold
Despite the variety of fields they represent, their diversity of location and varying years in the
profession, all take the role of brand champion to heart. If a phrase could summarize their
dedication in this era of change, it would be “commitment to innovation.” Without their
extraordinary efforts, inspiration and energy in the midst of 2010’s re-set economy, its fast digital
pace and its renewed emphasis on accountability and responsibility, many marketing programs
simply would not have left the drawing board.
The naming of the Internationalists of the Year never fails to reveal interesting trends. Without
question, better understanding accelerated digital development is now an essential factor in
innovative marketing thinking. Issues of accountability and marketing responsibility loom large
as more of our Internationalists link their budgets directly to sales results. They understand that it
is essential to move from static brand communications to engaging customers if one is to
demonstrate a measurable return on marketing investment.
All are figuring out how to present a consistent worldwide image that establishes overall
customer confidence while still trying to connect on an individual customer level. Many have
championed new regions or new markets, coordinated global teams, or were advocates of
international projects that simply would not have happened without their energy and
perseverance. Some even learned how brand diplomacy means being a champion for local
economics. These leaders also recognize that a platform for connecting with customers must be
built into their marketing plans and that “everything social” continues to shape their views on
greater customer participation and improved marketing efficiencies.
Highlighting the people and ideas behind today’s successful cross-border campaigns and
breakthrough accomplishments is at the heart of The Internationalist’s mission. All of these
Internationalists have been nominated by their industry colleagues for their work in 2010. Final
selections were made by The The Internationalist advisory board and editorial team. These men
and women join 71 other individuals named between 2004 through 2009.

Congratulations to the 2010 Internationalists of the Year, the individuals from around the
world who are truly the brains behind the marketing of today’s best brands.

www.internationalistmagazine.com
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Dwight Caines
President, Worldwide Digital
Marketing
Sony Pictures Worldwide Marketing
& Distribution, Culver City, California
There’s no question that the
entertainment industry—and movie
marketers in particular—have
recognized the extraordinary power
of digital media to promote films on
an increasingly worldwide basis. Sony Pictures’ Dwight Caines is
not only a champion of digital marketing, but has established a
number of significant milestones that demonstrate how he leads
Hollywood thinking with innovative marketing ideas.
As President of Worldwide Digital Marketing at Sony Pictures,
Dwight Caines manages all strategic and creative aspects of digital
campaign development for the studio's film titles across the
globe. He also directs all global digital media spending—now a
significant portion of the total media budget, and works across
various consumer channels, including; the Internet, portable and
mobile devices, gaming platforms, and social media.
In addition, he drives the overall portal strategy for
Sonypictures.com and Sonypictures.net, and provides strategic
oversight to Imageworks Interactive, Sony Pictures' full-service
agency that specializes in the extension of entertainment brands
in the digital space.
What sets Dwight apart is his clear vision of the role and value of
digital media and the way in which he uses it to help Sony
Pictures act as a pioneer among other major studios. Both he and
his immediate team have a sophisticated understanding of all
things digital, including such related areas such as social media
and how to use digital buzz to forecast a film's likely box office
performance.

Lauren Flaherty
Executive Vice President &
Chief Marketing Officer
Juniper Networks, Sunnyvale,
California
Lauren Flaherty oversees all of
Juniper Networks global marketing
activities and is leading a
transformation that is successfully
reshaping the company's image and
position in the high-performance networking market. Within a
year of taking on the CMO role, she helped launch the rebranding
of the company and introduced a marketing platform that is
enabling major growth initiatives and mobilizing internal change.
“At Juniper, we don't just sell products; we offer a different point of
view.” She asserts, “We’re not chasing trends, we truly believe in
what we’re talking about. We focused our branding efforts on the
customers and partners that were most critical to our growth.
Unlike some of our competitors, Juniper doesn’t to force a
migration path on its customers and partners; it works with them
on business strategy and rolls out products and services to address
those needs. That’s why we hold twice yearly CXO events and
regular discussions with our customers and partners to listen to
their issues, set the agenda and shares our networking
philosophy.”
Lauren admits that the key lesson she’s taken from 25 years
leading marketing organizations is that to ensure success, it is
imperative to align the sales and brand marketing goals with those
of the business. In fact, marketers should go even further than
alignment, as the goals should ultimately personify those that
which are guiding the company.
“Upon joining Juniper last year, I realized the company was sitting
on a goldmine of product innovation and engineering excellence.
Nevertheless we still had marketing challenges to overcome, and
an existing campaign that had outlived its usefulness.

Dwight understands the challenges and opportunities of bringing
big-screen entertainment to today’s difficult-to-reach, fragmented,
digitally-oriented movie goers. He also recognizes the need to
continually redefine notions of “forward thinking” and “cutting
edge”—whether he is promoting a blockbuster or a niche film.

Being the new person on the block—I kept asking: ‘Why are we
doing this?’ I couldn't get a straight answer, and to me, that was
good enough reason to stop the effort. If your own company
doesn't know why they are rebranding - how are you supposed to
be taken seriously externally?

He has now worked on more than 200 digital campaigns,
including the marketing efforts for some of the decade’s biggest
box office hits, such as the Spider-Man® franchise, Hancock, The
Da Vinci Code, Casino Royale, The Pursuit of Happyness, Ghost
Rider™, Superbad, Men in Black II, Black Hawk Down, The
Karate Kid and The Social Network.

Several factors have gone into the marketing transformation that
has occurred at Juniper, but none has been more critical to success
than the alignment with business goals. Lauren makes a point to
meet with CEO Kevin Johnson every 90 to 120 days to review
goals, get his perspective on the business, and use that
information as the basis for goal setting. “From there we can have
the confidence that we're reaching our audiences with consistent
messages over the long term. Doing so has earned the trust of
our partners, customers, investors, employees, analysts and the
media.”

This year Dwight Caines was voted onto the prestigious Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences as the only digital marketing
representative. Also, as a member of the board of directors of
The Entertainment Industry Foundation, he guided the digital
marketing strategy for Stand Up 2 Cancer, a rare TV event that
aired on three major television networks and raised over $100
million for cancer research.

point of view
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Prior to joining Juniper, Lauren Flaherty served as CMO of Nortel
Networks from 2006-2008 where she created a fully integrated
marketing function that represented all lines of business and
established Nortel’s first Global Marketing Board. Before Nortel,
she spent 26 years at IBM in a variety of product marketing
leadership positions, including software and servers. She also led
many company-wide initiatives, such as Solutions for a small
planet, e-business, on demand business, and marketing targeting
key segments for small-and-medium businesses (SMBs).

Marisa Ricciardi
Chief Marketing Officer
NYSE Euronext, New York
Since Marisa Riccardi has been selected an
Internationalist of the Year, Deutsche Börse AG
and New York Stock Exchange parent NYSE
Euronext announced an agreement to merge
and create the world's largest exchange operator. The new company, yet
to be named, will be owned 60% by Deutsche Boerse shareholders and
40% by NYSE Euronext shareholders.

Marisa Ricciardi understands both collaboration and vision. In 2007
the NYSE Group and Euronext combined to set a new milestone for
global financial markets. Marisa then joined a newly-merged company
with disparate businesses, cultures and histories—tallying more than
four centuries, and accelerated its path forward with an innovative
vision. Using her CEO’s definition of considering the company a “217year-old start-up,” she led the internal and external communications of
an organization with a deeply-rooted American mindset to become a
redefined global entity.
She began by creating “one voice” that stemmed from a complete
overhaul of the brand architecture with the consolidation of hundreds
of brands to just one parent and seven sub-brands-- with the greatest
emphasis on the parent brand, NYSE Euronext. Marisa formed a core
brand team of representatives from each major business in New York,
Chicago, London, and Paris to serve as an internal international focus
group. The team eventually reinforced the architecture in all
communications by better understanding the effective marketing
tactics for differing businesses and geographies.
Marisa also demonstrated why marketing campaigns-- (normally
discretionary considerations for the Exchange)-- were worthwhile
investments during challenging economic times. This meant reevaluating all communications resources and developing programs
that would not only extend the brand, but deliver measurable
engagement and tangible growth.
Fast forward to 2010. NYSE Euronext was excited to introduce itself to
the world as a completely redefined company, but was challenged by a
changed economic environment. In addition to communicating the
benefits of the parent brand, there were also individual business unit
objectives to support—not an easy task with limited resources. Marisa
decided to use a “Product as Brand” approach, developing relevant
communications for multiple audiences-- from traders to investors to
employees worldwide. To support overall corporate objectives, she also
focused on growing existing client relationships.
The principal communications message underscored how NYSE
Euronext is now more than just a stock exchange. It is an innovative,
diversified company providing solutions to a vast, integrated customer
community. Marisa championed programs to promote ongoing client
engagement, thus encouraging collaboration within the community.
She generated awareness of NYSE Euronext’s broad offerings of
innovative products and services to better position the company in two
ways:
1. As delivering solutions to help clients to excel at their businesses
2. As a forward thinking, innovative business within the community.
Now as NYSE Euronext enters its next evolution, there’s little
doubt that Marisa Ricciardi is already envisioning a larger
communications platform for an expanded company.

Scott Berg
Director, Global Digital Strategy & Ecosystems,
Corporate Marketing
Hewlett-Packard Company, Houston Texas USA
At a time when the fast-changing digital media
landscape has most marketers concerned about
keeping up, Scott Berg excels at staying several
steps ahead.
His role at HP challenges him to operate at the nexus of digital
media and information technology. Add a global overlay, and
you’ve got a notion of his everyday complexity. Just the
description of his current multinational marketing program is
enough to leave most heads spinning.
He explains, “As HP is a global company with multiple local,
regional and global campaigns all occurring simultaneously,
we've focused on building and expanding our digital ecosystem.
This ecosystem is built on the simple premise of how a customer
goes through the purchase cycle, the usage cycle, service cycle and
ultimately the repurchase or recommendation cycle. Each one of
these specific areas has unique opportunities for HP to interact
with and influence our customer base. Specifically, we've done
the following:
• Expanded our mobile presence from 0 countries to 67 with a
goal to push our m.hp.com site to 110 countries by year’s end.
Not only can customers now interact directly with HP through
their mobile device, but we can detect 92% of the mobile
products they are using. This enables HP to serve just the
specific content that can be consumed by that mobile model. If
a cell phone doesn’t have the capacity to play video, we won’t
serve video—eliminating frustrations for our customers. Since
mobile devices are used at retail, our mobile goals are simple:
Buy Now, Buy Up or Attach. This spring, we’ll add text codes,
QR codes, etc. to make it easier for customers to get direct
information from HP on a specific product.
• Expanded our social sites. After consolidating 22 "rogue" HP
sites on Facebook, we grew from 50K fans to 1.3M fans in under
2 years. Plus, we created unique templates so our regions could
roll out a specific country Facebook presence quickly and under
the same brand specifications; now 85% of our countries are on
Facebook with a unified brand experience and content. We've
also launched regional social sites such as Orcut, RenRen, Hi5,
Kaixin, mixi, etc.
• Our integrated HP Channel on YouTube has brought together
all of our disparate video content and consolidated it into a
single, easy-to-navigate "portal" for customers. Next is to create
"sub YouTube" sites for each region to ensure a regional/country
level reach and feel to our content.
• We also launched 18 customer communities on hp.com with
twelve focused on the enterprise customer. This year we’ll
expand those communities on hp.com internationally, so we can
speak directly with customers in specific market or vertical
segments and enable faster customer support. Our latest test is
directly integrating our consumer support forum questions and
answers into Facebook in the US.
• We are fortunate to be one of the first 25 companies to test the
new business profile section on Linked In. This allows us to
focus on business executives with content, information and
interactions that would normally be difficult.
• And finally, we're updating hp.com across the entire globe...
making it cutting edge with content, technology enhancements,
social and mobile features integrated across the site and
wrapping that in compelling design and user experience.”
www.internationalistmagazine.com
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Lee Ann Daly
Executive Vice President & Chief
Marketing Officer
Thomson Reuters Markets,
New York
Lee Ann Daly, EVP and CMO of Thomson
Reuters Markets, led the largest and most
ambitious marketing campaign in the
company’s history in 2010, entitled, “New
Era. New Tools.” Drawing from her
background in advertising and production,
Lee Ann brought fresh ideas and integrated
innovative perspectives that pushed the boundaries of traditional
financial marketing. Fond of likening the “New Era. New Tools..”
experiential campaign tactics with those typically used to launch a new
soft drink, Lee Ann charged her global team of nearly 200 marketers
with executing a strategy that positioned Thomson Reuters as an
innovative and forward-thinking organization.
One of Lee Ann’s main motivations was bringing this launch and its
accompanying offerings (Thomson Reuters Elektron, a strategic data
distribution offering; Reuters Insider, a groundbreaking, interactive
financial video capability; and Thomson Reuters Eikon, a completely
re-imagined financial desktop) straight to the end user, and she knew
that in order to do so, this campaign had to be highly targeted and
focused on our clients around the world. From the advertising creative
for Eikon, which profiled customer personas in seven major markets,
to the global execution of the campaign, which reached 14 financial
centers in more than eight languages, Lee Ann ensured that Thomson
Reuters, a global organization with a presence in more than 190
countries, marketed like one.
Thomson Reuters Markets was formed in 2008 during a time of great
uncertainty and change in the financial industry, yet made a $1B
investment in innovation to build game-changing platforms and tools
to better serve customers. This investment brought together
strategists, product developers, salespeople, senior executives and the
marketing community, led by Lee Ann Daly, to develop and deliver
offerings that would completely redefine Thomson Reuters and set it
apart from its competitors in the financial services industry.
Her role was to create the blueprint that brought it all together,
working with the businesses to craft customer-centered
communications and orchestrate and inspire the collaboration of
marketers to make an impact around the world. The entire effort was
delivered under the tagline "New Era. New Tools.." — a phrase intended
to capture the customers’ palpable desire to get back to business and
create a better future for the financial markets, as well as to highlight
Thomson Reuters’ own investment in a new, innovative way forward.
As inventive as these offerings are, they are rather esoteric until
actually seen and used. Lee Ann was always quick to note that “with
experience comes understanding”, so she tasked her global team to
use the extensive customer knowledge they had gleaned to make these
launches as hands-on, relevant and engaging as possible. They
included Street Teams, interactive art installations, LED Boxes at
London’s Canary Wharf and New York’s Grand Central Station and Go
Live events in 14 cities.
Through a deep and well-researched understanding of the end user
and a commitment to putting innovation in their hands — no matter
where they live in the world, Lee Ann and her team created a global
campaign unlike any other in the financial industry.

Trevor Edwards
Vice President Global Brand &
Category Management
Nike, Inc. Beaverton, Oregon USA
Trevor Edwards understands a lot about
big ideas and marketing innovation. As
Nike’s Global Brand & Category
Management Vice President, he knows
that today’s consumers expect brands to be
creative and fun. Yet he also recognizes
that those same consumers want their brands to act intelligently and
responsibly on the world stage, while being responsive to their
highly-individualized needs. A tall order, but one that Nike
accomplishes throughout the world with gusto.
Certainly, as the world’s leading designer of authentic athletic
footwear, apparel and equipment, Nike has an extraordinary track
record for innovation and personalization, especially with such
contemporary products as Nike+, which provides feedback during a
run and records progress at nikeplus.com, and NikeiD, the shoecustomizing website.
Since joining Nike in 1992, Trevor Edwards has led some of the brand’s
most significant breakthroughs, including spearheading the creation of
Nike+. Not only does the Nike+ experience provide consumers with a
custom-designed, motivational run, but it allows them to connect with an
enthusiastic global running community. He has also helped Nike
transform the way it connects to consumers in a digital world,
particularly through vibrant online content viewed by millions, and has
positioned Nike as a leader in the use of social media.
Anticipating consumer needs is fundamental to the Nike ethos, and it
also causes the company to recognize the great value that the
marketing organization brings to the brand. The desire to stay ahead
of consumer thought and action certainly drives innovation, but it
increasingly encourages a more “holist” approach to messaging in a
high-speed and transparent digital world. The company also has an
internal process for sharing great ideas from around the world. Trevor
is quick to credit Nike’s teams of passionate people around the globe,
who love sports and love the sports they participate in, as engendering
much of the brand’s break-through, yet relevant attitude.
Trevor Edwards is responsible for global growth through Nike’s major
category business units—Basketball, Football (Soccer), Men’s Training,
Running, Sportswear, and Women’s Training, Nike Golf and the
Jordan Brand. He also directs Nike’s global brand strategy and
oversees all brand management functions, including digital and
advertising, sports marketing, brand design, public relations and retail
marketing.
He’s served in a number of marketing positions during his 19 years
with the company that reflect both his marketing savvy and
multinational perspective: Vice President of Global Brand
Management, Chief Marketing Officer, Vice President of US Brand
Management, Director of Marketing for the Americas, and Vice
President of Brand Management for Europe, Middle East and Africa.
His roles prior to Nike included marketing positions at both Colgate
Palmolive and sports shoe and apparel retailer, Foot Locker. An
alumnus of New York’s Baruch College, he holds a B.A. in Business
and an M.B.A. in International Marketing and Finance.

big ideas
www.internationalistmagazine.com
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Julie T. Chan
Director, International Media
Pfizer Consumer Healthcare,
Madison, New Jersey
A leader in the Communications
industry throughout her 20+ year
career, Julie Chan joined Pfizer
Consumer Healthcare as Director,
International Media in May 2010 and
is responsible for increasing Media
effectiveness through innovation.
Julie is as an Integrated Communications and Digital visionary with
expansive World-Wide communications experience and travel
throughout Europe, Asia, and Latin America.
Passionate about working on International brands, one of Julie’s
many responsibilities is Centrum, the multivitamin ranked #1 in
twenty-two countries. “Anywhere in the world you go, Centrum is
Centrum, Caltrate is Caltrate, Advil is Advil. They represent the same
equity everywhere, yet it is interesting to see how the uniqueness of
each market plays itself out.” She describes her own experience to
prove the point:
“Before I came to Pfizer Consumer Healthcare, I didn't take vitamins,
nor did I realize I needed a multivitamin. I figured, I'm Chinese, I eat
a balanced diet full of healthy and nutritious foods. I didn't know that
even though you can eat a well-rounded diet, you are still not getting
enough vitamins + minerals. This is a widely held belief in many
regions of the world. My challenge is to address this through
different Communication programs that are relevant to Consumers
in specific markets.
At Pfizer Consumer Healthcare, we try to share best practice as much
as possible and match up countries with the right solutions.
Challenges and solutions are always evolving. At any point in time,
you may have already encountered an issue which someone else can
capitalize on two years from now.”
She adds, “I also think there are media solutions and principles that
are universal. Anywhere you go, a GRP is a GRP, is a GRP.
However, it is how you approach the plan and insure its
appropriateness for the market which makes it so much fun.”
Prior to joining Pfizer Consumer Healthcare, Julie spent 13 years at
Johnson & Johnson where she led a team of media professionals
responsible for integrated communications, agency oversight and
digital marketing for J&J’s Consumer and Pharmaceutical
Companies. Julie has an expertise in Emerging Markets such as
China and Brazil and led the Communications for the 2008 Beijing
Summer Olympics as part of J&J’s sponsorship.
Julie also led the production of the successful China Media Summit:
fast forward, Connecting in the Digital Age resulting in increased
Digital advertising and website production. Based on her vision, ABC
television developed the primetime special “Stress Hurts: A Wake-up
Call for Women”, which was supported at store level through displays
at Wal-Mart nationwide.
Born and raised in New York City, she has had a long-term goal of
seeing the Seven Natural Wonders of the World. Today she's added a
new goal of having a friend in every city. “That's what makes my job
so interesting.”
22
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Katy Giffault
Vice President Global Consumer Insights
Hasbro, Inc., Pawtucket, Rhode Island USA
Katy Giffault has just completed her first year with
Hasbro, the branded play company that creates
and markets some of the world’s best loved
brands. She leads the company’s global consumer
insights team after spending six years directing the
global branding program at United Technologies
Corporation (UTC), a company whose products include the likes of Pratt &
Whitney aircraft engines, Sikorsky helicopters, Hamilton Sundstrand aerospace
systems and industrial products.
When asked about the transition, Katy responded, “I’ve gone from the Sikorsky
Black Hawk helicopter to the G.I. JOE action figure and from spacesuits to
TRANSFORMERS. I guess you can say I’m good with toys big and small.”
One can also say that Katy is good with strategic vision, innovative solutions that
drive results, and facilitating complex global programs. She’s passionate about
developing a deep understanding of how to reach a target audience – and
delivering. Her long experience on both the marketer and agency sides of the
business has instilled tenaciousness about recognizing consumer needs,
uncovering media insights and connecting key customers with the brand attributes
that matter most to them.
Plus, she’s the mother of triplets—three girls, all age 11. “What could be a better
internal focus group for Hasbro?”
In addition to her a strong work ethic, the triplets insure that she stays extremely
organized (and have also taught her to function efficiently with little sleep).
However, Hasbro’s family-friendly environment helps. The company was just
named as one of “The 100 Best Companies to Work for” in the U.S. by FORTUNE
magazine.
Katy Giffault is VERY enthusiastic about Hasbro’s extraordinary global potential.
Games like MONOPOLY are sold in 111 countries and translated into 43 languages.
The company is well established in North America and Europe, and is expanding
South America and other key markets such as China, Russia and Korea. Hasbro’s
transition from a leader in toys and games into a branded play company involved in
motion picture entertainment, digital gaming, lifestyle licensing, publishing, and
most recently, television is credited to the company's ability to innovate, re-imagine
and re-invent its world-class portfolio of brands.
“Hasbro has what I believe are the deepest, most beloved and powerful brands in
family entertainment, and I’ve joined the company just at the moment when new
markets, new places and new methods of entertainment are critical. Look at
SCRABBLE’s extraordinary evolution from a classic board game to an iPhone app,
iPad essential and now SCRABBLE FLASH – the 2010 Game of the Year – where
word play is re-invented through free standing electronic tiles.
She adds, “My role in Global Consumer Insights informs what we do and places
the consumer at the center of all of our thinking. We refer to this as building
‘windows of wisdom.’ In any new market we approach, we aim to fully understand
the local states of learning and play. We’ve built immersions where
designers/marketers go to the kindergartens and homes of our target audience—
not just in key cities, but rural areas. We consider cultural, developmental,
emotional and economic issues, as well but also recognizing such basics as where
children play—how do aspects as varied as climate to urban safety factor into
indoor or outdoor games, for example.”
Among Hasbro’s many great brands are: TRANSFORMERS, LITTLEST PET
SHOP, NERF, PLAYSKOOL, MY LITTLE PONY, G.I. JOE, MAGIC: THE
GATHERING, MONOPOLY, BATTLESHIP, CANDY LAND, MR. POTATO
HEAD, PLAY-DOH, RISK, TINKERTOY, TONKA, TRIVIAL PURSUIT, along
with hundreds of others.

Kieran Foley
Group Marketing Director
Digicel, Kingston, Jamaica
When attending the National
University of Ireland at Galway,
Kieran Foley was the Captain of the
Irish Universities Soccer Team
while he was majoring in
marketing. Now, more than a
decade later and serving as Group
Marketing Director at Digicel, his
love of sports has translated to some big gains for the mobile
phone network provider owned by Irish entrepreneur, Denis
O’Brien.
Through Kieran Foley’s energies, Digicel became the regional
sponsor of the FIFA World Cup—a first for the Caribbean.
The project also initiated localized television broadcasts in
each of the 23 markets across the region. The agreement
enabled Digicel use of the FIFA World Cup logo, which
ultimately provided for exceptional brand differentiation. The
campaign focused on connecting the Caribbean audience to
South Africa by "bringing the animal out of you." The
passion for football was associated with symbols of the “Big
Five” animals from Africa’s Game Reserves.
Kieran initiated the FIFA contractual discussions and
finalized the negotiations. The project also involved
communication to all markets and executing full activation
plans. This was the first time the company developed so
massive a regional promotion and sponsorship program that
required tremendous local input and specific local activation.
Yet the massive effort paid off and was a major success for the
Digicel brand image and its commercial goals.
The decade-long history of Digicel is nothing short of
extraordinary. The company brings mobile service to local
and rural residents that never before had the option of mobile
communications. Digicel currently operates in 32 markets in
the Caribbean, Central and South America and the South
Pacific with more than 11 million wireless users.
Established April 2001 in Jamaica, Digicel grew to 100,000
customers in approximately 100 days. Now, their Jamaican
customer base has grown to two million+ users, and they’ve
just broken ground on the company’s new “green” global
headquarters on the waterfront in downtown Kingston. The
building will be the most environmentally friendly major
office complex in the Caribbean by utilizing solar power, wind
power and geothermal cooling systems.
In addition to the FIFA effort, Digicel is the lead sponsor of
Caribbean, Central American and Pacific sports teams,
including the Special Olympics teams throughout these
regions. Digicel sponsors the West Indies cricket team and is
also the title sponsor of the Digicel Caribbean Cup. In the
Pacific, Digicel is the proud sponsor of several national rugby
teams and also sponsors the Vanuatu cricket team.
While Kieran’s playing days on the field are over, his passion
and enthusiasm to drive affinity and focus on the company’s
brand through the vehicle of sport and music have propelled
him in a career path with the Caribbean’s strongest ever
marketing company, which boasts record levels of brand
awareness and brand affinity across its markets.

Jon Achenbaum
Senior Vice President, Global Strategic
Marketing
Bayer Healthcare/ Diabetes Division,
Tarrytown, New York
Whenever people mention Jon Achenbaum,
they immediately talk about with his passion
for building successful brands and his
willingness to work on challenging projects
that make a difference. He has clearly
managed to encompass both attributes in his work at Bayer Healthcare’s
Diabetes Division.
In his position as Senior Vice President / Global Strategic Marketing, Jon
is responsible for leading product management, brand strategy,
marketing communications, eMarketing, competitive intelligence,
customer and market insight, packaging and design, and medical
marketing.
His marketing role at Bayer Healthcare also corresponds to a time when
more patients are taking greater responsibility for their own healthcare
needs. Consumers, particularly those with diabetes, are demanding more
choices to maintain their wellbeing, and as a result, are also driving
healthcare companies to come up with more innovative solutions.
This thinking led to the SimpleWins brand campaign, which enabled
Bayer Diabetes Care to define a unique space in an undifferentiated
market. SimpleWins underscores the company’s commitment to
simplifying life with diabetes. Through innovative products, online tools
and services, Bayer empowers their customers to gain better control of
their health, and ultimately, their happiness.
In fact, Bayer’s CONTOUR® USB is one such example. CONTOUR®
USB is the first plug & play meter that provides diabetes management
software on any home computer. Not only does the meter report useful
past data, but it accurately enables a patient to personalize the way they
test, record and view blood glucose results.
Nick Jonas of The Jonas Brothers, is an actual user of Bayer's
CONTOUR® USB meter and has been a paid spokesperson for the
company since 2008. The popular entertainer joined forces with Bayer
HealthCare Diabetes Care to encourage people with diabetes to achieve
Simple Wins, or small, every day victories. Nick shares his personal
experiences with diabetes on www.NicksSimpleWins.com where he
writes blog posts of his latest activities.
Jon Achenbaum’s concern with Simple Wins has also engendered Bayer’s
new DIDGET™ blood glucose meter that allows children to manage their
diabetes using their Nintendo DS gaming system. The DIDGET™
rewards kids for building consistent testing habits and meeting
personalized blood glucose target ranges. Jon recognizes that linking play
with purpose can transform a child’s experience of a lifelong disease
when tapping into their existing passion for handheld gaming.
Before his global role at Bayer, Jon Achenbaum's background includes
nine years with Unilever in several executive positions-- including Senior
Vice President of Global Skin Innovation, General Manager of the North
American Hair and Oral Care businesses, as well as President of Lever
Ponds in Canada. Prior to Unilever, Jon worked for Helene Curtis in
Brand Management, Business Development and Marketing Resources.
He began his career at Quaker Oats and Pillsbury.

simple wins
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Shawn Warren
Vice President Marketing
Kraft Foods Asia-Pacific, Singapore
Shawn Warren heads marketing for
Kraft Foods Asia-Pacific with a team
of over 300+ professionals across
the region. He is a passionate
believer that “the best ideas are
proven ideas that travel fast and freely across markets.” As a
result, Shawn has driven outstanding communications across the
region, particularly on large international brands like OREO,
TANG and CADBURY DAIRY MILK. In fact, both of these
brands are testament to the speed and impact of how taking ideas
seemlessly across markets can deliver explosive in-market growth
for Kraft Foods Asia-Pacific.
In 2010, Shawn was responsible for the driving extraordinarily
successful campaigns for OREO across ten Asia-Pacific countries
that delivered revenue growth of more than 50% versus the prior
year. In fact, under his leadership, the brand has tripled its
revenues over the last 3 years in Asia. OREO is driving
substantial snack share gains for Kraft Foods in the region, and is
a beacon for how the company is successfully accelerating growth
by establishing Marketing Excellence in International Markets.
The OREO campaign is among the best examples of the
proprietary GLOCAL model being deployed by Kraft Foods
throughout the world. The GLOBAL element of the campaign
celebrates the worldwide theme of “Moments of Togetherness.”
The LOCAL aspect uncovers key consumer insights for widely
differing countries to better portray how these “Moments of
Togetherness” can be brought to life in each OREO market.
In China and Hong Kong, OREO partnered with the famous
Shanghai-born basketball player Yao Ming to build an integrated
marketing campaign that uses strong TV, events, online games,
outdoor and in-store displays to bring the idea of “Can you
Dunk?” to life. The campaign has made China the second bestselling OREO market globally — after the United States, and the
#1 cookie brand in China.
In Australia, the “Moments of Togetherness” campaign was
captured with an integrated advertising approach featuring two
boys playing OREO “Twist, Lick, Dunk” games at a schoolyard to
win the adoration of the prettiest girl in their class. In Thailand,
the campaign was brought to life by a father and son twisting,
licking and dunking new Golden OREO in milk. In Indonesia,
“Moments of Togetherness” showed children playfully dunking
OREO in milk on a basketball court. The similarities are clear: the
worldwide theme of “Moments of Togetherness” is easily
captured emotionally, while all campaigns have resulted in record
growth for the brand.
A 16-year veteran of Kraft Foods, with stints across Canada, the
US and with 6 years now spent in Asia, Shawn Warren
champions and celebrates the creativity of his marketing team
through a number of forums several times a year. He also
publishes “Marketing Excellence — Delicious Hits,” a series of
online video compilations of strong marketing campaigns that his
team has developed across the Asia-Pacific Region. These are
used as critical training tools to inspire fellow marketers and
encourage strong creative ideas to travel quickly across markets.
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Chad Carlson
Senior Director of Global Online
Advertising, Operations & Agency
Management
Oracle Corporation, Redwood Shores,
California
Chad Carlson leads the global go-tomarket advertising activities for demand generation of
Oracle's products and solutions. He is also responsible for
the worldwide operations of the centralized advertising
organization and oversees global agency management. The
US-headquartered IT giant specializes in developing open
and integrated enterprise software products and hardware
systems, particularly in database management, and works
with over 370,000 customers in 145 countries—including
all of the Fortune 100 companies.
In this role, Chad managed the overhaul of the global
digital asset management process to better administer the
company’s creative production and distribution of assets
used in advertising programs around the world. As new
digital communications have become the norm in the
world’s developed and emerging markets, Chad worked
with Starcom to ensure that every market would have
access to a portfolio of best-in-class digital advertising
content to promote the Oracle brand. He also worked with
agency partners to create an integrated ecosystem of
content collaborators across Starcom, SDL (the content and
language management company), third party publishers
and Oracle local market teams—ensuring real-time support
of all incoming brand and creative requests.
Chad essentially built Oracle’s global advertising content
portfolio on a worldwide basis. This includes: managing
the development of translated white papers, e-books, online
courses, virtual training, C-level engagements, banners and
traditional ads. Such innovation across 20 countries
ultimately increased the efficiency of Oracle’s global
advertising,
No doubt, his extensive marketing background and
pioneering nature contributed to the success of this global
undertaking. Chad has led global marketing and
advertising teams into new territories many times. He has
also been quick to embrace global standards to evaluate the
effectiveness of advertising programs and was one of the
first major marketers to break out of the mindset that “the
click means everything.” Prior to joining Oracle in 2007,
he was Chief of Staff for the Brand & Advertising group at
Sun Microsystems. His earlier ad agency background
includes work with such clients as Bank of America,
Microsoft and Apple.
Chad Carlson’s collaborative approach, drive for excellence,
focus on accountability, and critical thinking skills motivate
everyone who works with him. One other lesser-known
fact…. he’s also a member of the Board of Directors of the
Marine Mammal Center in Sausalito, California.

digital assets

Nick Adams

Beth Comstock

Chief Marketing Officer
Westpac Banking Corporation, Sydney,
Australia

Senior Vice President & Chief
Marketing Officer
GE, Fairfield, Connecticut USA
If one were to characterize Beth Comstock
and her highly-respected work at GE in a
single word, there’s little doubt it would be
“innovator.” She is often credited with
playing a key role in transforming the culture of the corporate giant
to one that is more creative, accessible and innovative.

Nick Adams has just been officially named CMO of
Westpac’s Retail and Business Banking division after a
fast two-year rise within the company. Nick actually
rejoined Westpac in 2008 to drive a bank-wide customer relationship
management program before moving to head up Cards and Direct
marketing. (He also served as a Senior Marketing Manager at
Westpac from 2002-2005, before he left for a Vice President role at
American Express.)
Nick’s no stranger to marketing notoriety. Six years ago, he was
named one of the four young stars of Australian marketing by the
prescient local Marketing magazine. In November 2009, Nick was
awarded Australian Direct Marketer of the Year by the ADMA/
Australian Direct Marketing Association for his program at Westpac.
Now in his Chief Marketing Officer role, he’s responsible for
customer service, sales and marketing for 4.4 million consumer,
small and medium enterprise customers.
So what’s the secret of Nick’s success? He’ll simply say it’s knowing
that above-the-line (ATL) and below-the-line (BTL) can work
effectively together to provide highly-targeted creative that’s relevant
to the consumer.
“My key focus has been on developing best-in-class marketing
campaigns that fuse direct marketing data and know how with
highly-targeted above-the-line (ATL) campaigns. For the launch of
Westpac's 685 new style bank managers into the Australian
marketplace, we created a campaign that geo-coded our 4 million
customers and plotted them into trade areas—essentially linking our
customers with our 685 branches and bank managers. Into these
trade areas we also plotted the location of all outdoor assets, press
distribution boundaries and every Westpac ATM.
Once we had built the database of our customers and media assets,
we then delivered a nationally-driven campaign tailored to each of the
685 trade areas. We created tens of thousands of pieces of creative
tailored to each branch and bank manager, and ran the campaign
across television, press, outdoor, digital, direct marketing including
letterbox drops. It was a huge team effort, but it was also hugely
successful.
Nick also recognizes that marketing risk-taking is essential today. In
fact, he has been taking the focus off price and promotion to drive
product demand. “More of our campaigns are now focused on
higher-level value propositions and insights, rather than
incorporating a more traditional price or promotion lever. In these
campaigns, we have been able to stimulate considerable demand and
deliver the organization a greater outcome without reverting to price.
It is largely counter-intuitive to lead with this approach, particular in
financial services where the products can be very homogeneous and
competitors are pushing in the price/promotion territory to drive
demand.”
Nick Adams’ passion for marketing is clear. Firstly, I love the fact
that when done well, marketing can make a real difference to the
bottom line of any company. We can take a discretionary investment
and turn this into incremental value for an organization. And I love
the fact that no two days in marketing are the same; each day is a new
challenge requiring you to stay at the top of your game.

However, Beth would probably say the term that best describes her
marketing role would be “instigator.” She’s conscious of how
marketers must be the ones to draw attention to some of the trends
and realities that are most difficult for management to accept. (In
fact, she believes that this essential part of marketing—the going
against the corporate grain—ironically is also what threatens the
longevity of marketers most.)
Both words—innovator and instigator together serve to precisely
define what’s required of today’s successful CMO. And Beth
Comstock manages to juggle both concepts in a manner that
simply appears to be effortless.
In her role as Senior Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer of
GE, Beth leads the company's organic growth and commercial
innovation initiatives, as well as the sales, marketing and
communications functions. She is responsible for the GE-wide
business platforms of ecomagination—dedicated to reducing
environmental impact with new technology, and
healthymagination—focused on achieving sustainable health
through innovation by lowering costs, improving quality and
reaching more people.
Beth Comstock is also one of the few CMOs to hold the role twice
within the same corporation. In 2003, she was named GE's first
Chief Marketing Officer in more than two decades, after serving a
four-year role as the company’s VP Corporate Communications.
She is credited with reinvigorating marketing across the company
by introducing ecomagination and the "imagination at work"
brand campaign.
She then moved within GE to become President of Integrated
Media at NBC, then NBC Universal, and innovated again with
digital media development and distribution--including the
formation of hulu.com, Peacock Equity, and the acquisition of
ivillage.com.
Although Beth spent much of her early career in positions at CBS
Entertainment, Turner Broadcasting and ultimately NBC, she
actually graduated with a degree in biology. No doubt that has even
had its benefits in conversations with GE scientists and
healthymagination initiatives.
She’s been in the top marketing role at GE since 2008, during
some of the more challenging years for business. Today, her
largest concerns are revenue growth, brand value and continuing
to insure that GE businesses can drive innovation globally and with
purpose. She remains firm in her conviction that the power of the
GE brand can open doors and augment sales.
And as the multinational giant sets its sights on tackling two of the
world’s largest challenges—the environment and health—we have no
doubt that Beth Comstock will continue to innovate and instigate.
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Rahul Welde

Wendy Clark

Vice President, Media
Unilever Asia, Africa, Middle East &
Turkey, Shanghai

Senior Vice President, Integrated
Marketing Communications &
Capabilities
The Coca-Cola Company, Atlanta,
Georgia USA

Unilever’s Rahul Welde is not shy about
being an advocate. As Vice President of
Media for the company’s business region that spans Asia,
Africa, Middle East and Turkey, he believes in applying
non-traditional thinking to communications and media
strategy. Not any easy task when considering Unilever’s
portfolio of more than 400 brands—each with a strong
presence in a majority of the world’s countries. The
multinational giant also ranks among Asia-Pacific’s largest
advertisers.
Rahul also serves as Regional Vice President of The World
Federation of Advertisers (WFA), and was instrumental in
creating the organization’s Media & Marketing APAC
Network two years ago. The project’s mission is to act as a
regional voice for marketers as they tackle critical mediarelated issues in order to improve best industry practices.
He explains, "These members-only sessions are designed
to provide marketers with the chance to share their
experiences, learn how to streamline their process and
structures and benchmark their practices against those of
their peers. It's an ideal way for marketers to learn."
His role at Unilever focuses on reshaping media strategy,
planning and buying to meet the needs of today’s fastchanging landscape and driving this new agenda through
a network of agencies and media partners. Rahul’s
primary concern is delivering media effectiveness which
he deems to be the result of encouraging innovation,
setting strong cost management guidelines and constantly
reviewing all analytics.
His WFA agenda also reflects the marketing challenges he
faces on a daily basis within his region. Right now, he
sees two of the major priorities for advertisers to be: 1. the
challenges of developing truly integrated marketing
campaigns in the face of ever expanding digital
possibilities, and 2. the difficulties of measuring the ROI
of marketing investments.
Sometimes the role of an advocate is also to be a critic.
Rahul has also turned his attention to the current lack of
reliable and transparent online audience measurement by
underscoring the challenges this poses for major
advertisers throughout the world, not just within the AsiaPacific region. He stresses that while digital remains a
top priority for the world’s biggest global marketers and
will continue to attract marketing investment, he is calling
for more reliable metrics to better demonstrate MROI or
Marketing Return on Investment.
This year marks Rahul Welde 20th anniversary with
Unilever. Prior to his current role, Rahul served as the
Head of Media Services for Unilever South Asia. He
joined consumer goods giant in 1991 after completing his
MBA at India’s Symbiosis Institute of Business Management.
Over the past two decades, he has taken on a variety of
assignments for the packaged goods giant,ß including in
such departments as Commercial, Sales and within the
Corporate Center.
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Wendy Clark is certainly one of the
world’s most influential women in
advertising. As Senior Vice
President, Integrated Marketing
Communications and Capabilities at The Coca-Cola Company,
she oversees global design, marketing communications, media,
sponsorships, interactive marketing and marketing of the Live
Positively sustainability platform.
During the two-and-a-half short years since she joined the
company, Wendy has championed a number of extraordinary
projects. Among them is the successful global launch of the CocaCola "Open Happiness" campaign, which has run in all markets
that collectively represent 100% of Coca-Cola's volume. The
company also launched its first-ever global mobile marketing
campaign, and its 2010 FIFA World Cup program represented
The Coca-Cola System's largest-ever marketing activation.
Her team is leveraging the power of holistic design, working to
align the company’s ad agencies under a new value-based
compensation model, and driving great adoption and
understanding of digital media with a "fans-first" mentality.
Her latest project, which she discussed at the TED WOMEN
Conference in Washington this December, focuses on how the
need for a global brand to ally with social change. Called 5 BY 20,
the ambitious initiative underscores Coca-Cola’s global
commitment to empower 5 million women entrepreneurs by
2020. The project aims to give millions of women opportunities
to reach their potential, to support their families and to strengthen
their communities- and inspire millions more to do the same.
She says, “It is the responsibility of a corporation our size to use its
scale for good and also meet our massive business ambitions.”
Coca-Cola’s 2020 goal is to double is business.
“The three main barriers to women entrepreneurs is access to
finance and credit, basic business and marketing skills, and
mentorship." She continues, "Certainly, Coke can help with all of
these areas, but we are also calling others to join at 5by20.com.”
Prior to joining The Coca-Coca Company, Wendy Clark was the
Senior Vice President of Advertising for AT&T, the world's largest
telecommunications company, where she oversaw "Your World.
Delivered."-- the most ambitious re-branding and advertising
campaign in the company’s history. Wendy's efforts were
recognized in November 2007 with her induction into the
American Advertising Federation's (AAF) "Advertising Hall of
Achievement."
Before her move to the client side, Wendy served as the Senior
Vice President and Director of Client Service at GSD&M, a
nationally acclaimed advertising agency based in Austin, Texas.

global brand

Anthony Lau
Marketing Director
Bank of Communications, The
Pacific Credit Card Center, Hong
Kong
The Shanghai World Expo in 2010
marked another significant
international milestone for China,
particularly following just a few
years in the wake of the Beijing
Olympics. Whereas the Games
offered the world a glimpse of a new China, the Expo was
certainly a coming out party for business, multinational
corporations and governments, as well as Chinese consumer
enthusiasm. For Anthony Lau and his marketing stewardship
of the Pacific Credit Card Center (PCCC) of Bank of
Communications, the Shanghai Expo also represented a
critical marketing decision to leverage the bank’s unique
status as one of its global partners.
Anthony Lau was assigned three years ago to Bank of
Communications’ Pacific Credit Card Center as Marketing
Director after more than 20 years' service with HSBC Hong
Kong as the former Head of Branding and Advertising, Asia
Pacific Region. In his current Bank of Communications role,
he leads a team of 70 and is responsible for marketing strategy
development, brand building and product development, as
well as customer acquisition and retention.

The Pacific Credit Card Center was established in 2004 and
released its first credit card in the following year. Now, Bank of
Communications is the fourth largest card issuer in China.
Lau has used his marketing experience and creativity to launch
major projects such as new products like the Platinum Card
and EXPO Card, as well as to direct nationwide marketing
campaigns like the award winning “Crazy Spending” and
“Red Hot Friday.”
Bank of Communications Limited, founded in 1908, is one of
four oldest banks in China and one of the early note-issuing
banks in the country. During the economic reforms of the late
1980s, Bank of Communications became China's first stateowned shareholding commercial bank with its headquarters
in Shanghai. By 2004, it further evolved into a modern
banking enterprise with both mainland and overseas strategic
investors, while still operating as a well-known, century-old
national brand.

The Shanghai Expo campaign — “Let the World Enrich Me”
— communicated how the Pacific Credit Card is China’s
“global card” with world class services that brings
enhancements to the Chinese and their lives. Through TV
commercials, print and outdoor media channels, as well as
point of sales materials, the program targeted well-educated
and self-confident Chinese between 25-35 years of age who
have an international perspective and an interest in
experiencing the world at large.

social change

Claire Molyneux
Associate Marketing Director
Procter & Gamble West Africa, Nigeria
Claire Molyneux has come a long way
since receiving a Masters of Arts in
Modern History and German from
England’s Oxford University. In fact, the
journey recently took her to the Palms Shopping Mall in Lekki, a
developing suburb of Lagos, Nigeria. There she talked to the Nigerian
people about the re-launch of a new Procter & Gamble detergent, Ariel
Prozim, designed to meet the specific needs of African consumers. The
brand unveiling attracted press, government officials, as well as
consumers, and Claire’s words were reported in several National
newspapers:
"Ariel is creating value for Nigerian consumers by offering the right
products to meet consumers’ needs and budget. With the new Ariel
Prozim, you only need to wash your clothes once. This means that you
use half the quantity of Ariel that you would use with another detergent.
Nigerian consumers can be certain they are making smart choices when
every naira counts."
More companies are recognizing the potential of the African Continent,
particularly at a time when last year’s South Africa World Cup
underscored how the entire region’s pride has the potential move
business forward—despite some extraordinary obstacles. Increasingly,
multinational marketers see the continent as a number of sub-regions.
West Africa, one of those sub-regions with 180 million people, is
generally best served through a hub in Lagos, Nigeria’s capital.
Claire Molyneux has been based in Nigeria now for two and a half years
and is responsible for Procter & Gamble’s Fabric Care Division, as well
as for Gillette, Duracell, New Business and Market Research, where she
is committed to touching and improving more consumers lives across
West Africa via P&G brands and it’s Social Responsibility Platform ‘Live,
Learn and Thrive’.
A Marketing role in Africa, she has discovered, certainly means being a
“brand ambassador,” but often with the official accouterments of true
diplomacy and as a devoted champion of local economic growth. As she
points out, “This product comes from our state-of-the-art production
plant in Ibadan; the only P&G Detergent factory in the whole of our SubSaharan Africa region.” In fact, at the Ariel re-launch, the Deputy
Governor of Lagos State looked on so that she could ascertain that Ariel
Prozim was indeed an improvement over its predecessor, Ariel
Enzymax, now removing even tough stains in just 1 wash. The Deputy
Governor’s reaction to the clothes-cleaning demonstration would insure
the general public of product efficacy.
Claire’s speeches at such unveiling ceremonies often pay tribute to local
organizations, while underscoring P&G’s respect for the local consumer.
And the message that best resonates with the Nigerian people is quite a
sophisticated one. Claire is quoted here by The Nation, Lagos’
newspaper:
“We must mention the immense support of NAFDAC, an agency that is
known globally for its effort to ensure that only the best quality products
are available for Nigerian consumers. Without their support, P&G could
not have brought this product and its associate job opportunities to
Nigerians. Since 1837, Procter & Gamble has built a heritage of touching
consumers’ lives across the globe with brands that make everyday life a
little better; now and for generations to come and we remain committed to
improving the lives of the world’s consumers.”
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R I S I N G

CONSULTANTS RISING

W

» How Agency Management & Search Consultants Are
Helping Marketers Navigate Today’s Global Decisions
» Plus Consultants’ Views of Where the Industry is Headed

A few months ago, just 33 Agency Management and Search Consultants from around the world
gathered in New York for the 9th Annual AdForum CEO Summit. The participating consultants
represented more than 350 agency searches over the past year or the equivalent of $5 billion in billings
from marketers around the globe looking to find agencies with the right chemistry for their needs.
The Consultants spent a full week meeting with top executives from two dozen ad agencies—from
global networks to creative boutiques to specialist shops for digital strategy or media solutions. Each
Agency CEO presented views of a changing marketplace and how their shop was responding with
better client solutions. Designed to highlight the expanded roles agencies now play for marketers, the
CEO Summit offered a dizzying array of ideas and new thinking.

“

Using a search consultant may not be perfect but it is the
most accurate and documented way to select an agency.
On top of having a strong experience of the business,
I cannot see any other third party that spends its days
learning about agencies.
Procurement brings a unique expertise in negotiating the
value, but great Advertising is about cultural fit and the
right expertise.
The winning card is when Procurement and Search
Consultants cooperate.

”

Herve DeClerck, Founder — AdForum
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FEEDBACK ON SEARCH CONSULTANTS

While all agencies take new business very seriously, the week
also underscored the importance of communicating new
strategies to an elite consultant community.
As a result, The Internationalist saw this as a perfect time to
explore the expanded role that Agency Management and
Search Consultants now play in influencing how global
marketers best allocate their budgets across an expanding
mosaic of agency services.
Despite some of the issues that arise from the involvement of
procurement departments, an increasing number of clients are
finding that their best insurance in making the right agency
decisions in today’s complex and specialized world is working
with consultants who help them navigate choices, trends and
best practices.
We surveyed twenty leading, internationally-conversant agency
consultants based in the US, the UK, France, Spain, Australia
and China who represent work in nearly 100 countries. With
five open-ended questions, our goal was to gauge their views
on where our industry is headed and why their services are
now critical to marketing’s top management. Those
questioned included:
1. Are Agency Management and Search Consultants Entering
Their Prime Now?
2. How have the responsibilities of CMOs changed so that
consultants are becoming a more important answer to
their needs?
3. Where do you see the Marketing & Advertising Industry
Going?
4. How do you see the role of the agency consultant evolving
globally over the next 3-5 years?
5. As a corporation’s procurement department increases its
involvement in advertising is there potential for
understanding, cooperation and respect for the value a
consultant offers?
The majority of the consultants surveyed are not only involved
in Agency Reviews, but also Agency Relationship
Management, Global Agency Management, Compensation and
Contracts and Mergers & Acquisitions.
Although not all of those surveyed attended the CEO Summit,
AdForum’s leader, Herve DeClerck, may in the best position to
offer a perspective on the business of agency consultants.
After all, his company has played in role in connecting
consultants with agencies for nearly a decade. AdForum is a
tool used by Consultants and Advertisers to research agencies
in the initial part of the search process.

There are no bodies to regulate the performance or
behavior of Agency Management and Search
Consultants, and there is little research on their
effectiveness. Nonetheless, both the ANA (Association
of National Advertisers) and the AAAA (American
Association of Advertising Agencies) in the US offer
“Rules of the Road” for Agency Consultants. Those
details can be found here:
http://www2.aaaa.org/pubs/position/Pages/120600_rul
es.aspx
The AAAA also provides a 2009 study on its website by
Mirren Business Development (a New Business
Training & Recruiting Specialist). Mirren asked 108 ad
agencies to evaluate Search Consultants in an online
survey in order to provide feedback and dialogue
between agencies and consultants.
The study’s introduction spells out the details:
» “Agency Search Consultants play an important role in
the world of new business. Part of their goal is to
bring order to the process of selecting the best
agency to accomplish the objectives at hand.
» However, as their influence impacts billions of dollars
in new business every year, it also impacts a
tremendous amount of agency resources. As
agencies attempt to capture some of this shifting
business, they invest their hard-earned time, money
and morale.
» As an agency, you know this. You've invested
resources staying top of mind, completing their
database profiles, responding to RFIs, making
capabilities presentations and ultimately making final
pitch presentations. Each step of the way, you've
experienced intense scrutiny and evaluation.
» Well, now it's time for you to evaluate the Search
Consultants.”
Key Trends
Here are some of the key trends that agencies noted as
it relates to Search Consultants and new business:
» There are more client-run reviews (less Search
Consultants), particularly with procurement
becoming more involved.
» There is more review process, and within shorter
timelines: “less respect for agency resources.”
» There is a growing lack of client boundaries: clients
asking for more throughout the pitch process and
then ultimately asking for more work for a smaller
fee.
» By making everything so process-oriented, Search
Consultants are contributing to agency
commoditization.
» More agencies feel obligated to pay for Search
Consultant services.
» There are more cattle calls: too many agencies invited
to each review.
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Are Agency Management and Search
Consultants Entering Their Prime
Now?

“

A

One major reason [that
consultants are on the rise] is that
the agency landscape is becoming
a lot more complicated — with
the growth of micro-networks,
the emergence of digital and
social media specialists, and the
unbundling of so many core
agency services, it's quite a
challenge for any marketer to
keep up to date.
A second major reason is that the
competitive global economy is
forcing everyone to try and get
more done with smaller staffs.
Consultants offer not only
expertise on the agency
marketplace, but also an
“outsource” benefit to managing
the various activities and logistics
of an agency search for the client.

”

Dave Beals, R3:JLB — Chicago

Although a number of agency consultants have been around since the 1970’s,
several major trends are occurring that underscore how management and search
consultants are now playing a larger role in a more global, yet communicationfractured world.
» Marketing is becoming more complex.
» Marketing teams are leaner at a time when they are charged with more
responsibilities. As a result, there is a greater need to outsource.
» The year-round offerings of major consultants are growing in sophistication.
Joanne Davis of Joanne Davis Consulting in New York and part of SCAN
International acknowledges that “Many clients know that everyone can’t be expert
in everything. Clients are experts in marketing; procurement executives are
experts in procurement. Agency consultants are experts in agencies. We speak
agencies as a first language, and clients look to us as SMEs (Subject Matter
Experts) for our fluency in agencies.”
She adds that “Client-side companies are trying to do more with less don’t have
the time to be current on all the changes happening with agencies, especially on
a global basis. There are new agencies and new offerings every day, and
consultants spend time learning and meeting with hundreds of new agencies of
all different types each year.”
Darren Woolley of Trinity P3 in Australia suggests that “Just as the marketing
landscape has become increasingly complex, the requirements of service
providers are also becoming increasingly complex. Consultants have become
more important in offering a market view of solutions to this complexity.”
“After all,” says Woolley, “most consultants will work across multiple categories
and across multiple brands in each category. They gather a view of what is
working, as well as what is not working from a local, regional and global
perspective. This is a valuable insight as many marketers will often only have
experience within their category or within their company without the wider
outlook a consultant provides.”

Ann Billock of Ark Advisors in New York sees the roles of consultants as “iterative.”
She explains: “We keep learning and getting better. Certainly the volume of
searches is continuing to grow, but there are many other areas where we offer
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“

Clients are realizing there is more value in strengthening existing provider relationships, than in
continually changing Agencies. Changing Agencies is disruptive to business, and ultimately the
new Agency starts with far less resident knowledge of the Client’s business than the existing
Agency.
Clients are now finding that there is more to be gained by opening the lines of communication and
removing barriers to excellence in the existing relationship than by jumping straight to a review.
Consultants play a vital third-party role in helping the parties discover, influence, align, and
monitor the behaviors, expectations, performance and activities that allow service providers to
maximize their value to their clients.
Additionally, many of the best consultants have run Agencies, and are a valuable advisory resource
on matters relating to operational excellence.

”

Jeff Estok, Navigare Pty. Ltd.

help by genuinely fulfilling the role of advisors.” Her colleague, Ken Robinson,
also of Ark Advisors in New York, adds: “We are become more valuable partners,
especially at a time when many marketers have lost part of their team to the
recession. Few can afford to manage a process like an agency review that’s both
time consuming and involves great intellectual capital, particularly in our current
environment with higher standards of due diligence.”
Florence Garnier of Marketing Efficiency in France believes the consultants are
increasingly sought because “a new generation of consultants is now operating
with a better knowledge of new technologies and market complexities.” She also
recognizes that two polar trends have lead to a greater reliance on consultants.
The effect of more communications channels and more specialist agencies is
exacerbated by slimmer marketing teams under greater budget pressure. This
creates opportunities for experts.
David Wethey of London-based Agency Assessments notes he started in 1988 with
the first consulting model based entirely on funding by the clients who
commissioned the pitches, rather then relying on agency registration fees or
success fees. Wethey feels that consultants play no different a role today than
they have done in past decades. He reminds us that Al Achenbaum of Kantor
Achenbaum invented the client-side consultancy in New York around 1973 and
Lyndy Payne launched AAR in London around 1978.
Stuart Pocock of The Observatory in London is another veteran of the agency
consulting business and agrees with David Wethey’s viewpoint. “There are a
number of very established consultants around who have being doing this for
over 20 years. I think there has been a sudden growth of consultants in
developed markets (which has perhaps created a sense of greater visibility)
formed by either people leaving existing consultancies to start their own, or by
ex-agency staffers of a certain age who see this as a business opportunity. Not all
are equipped to deliver A+ service.”

“

Digitalization is not only an
issue for agencies but also for
marketers. As consultants, we
have the knowledge,
experience and vision to help
marketers face this evolution.
Today we are working with
clients to reorganize
structures, roles and work
flows internally and with their
communication partners. Our
goal is to better optimize their
relationship, while improving
such key indicators as ROI
and digital brand positioning.

”

Verónica (Kika)
Samblás, Grupo
Consultores — Spain

Yet, Stuart Pocock notes, “We've found with our APAC, Africa and Eastern
Europe offices that there is a genuine need in these markets and a real desire by
clients to learn best practice and adopt it accordingly.”
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How have the responsibilities of CMOs
changed so that consultants are
becoming a more important answer to
their needs?

T

“

Marketers are charged with
building brands NOW — not
over time — in an environment
that stresses increased sales
TODAY. Working in “real time”
with accelerated decision-making
and instant data feedback
demands that a smart marketer
execute and evaluate
simultaneously in a world that
demands immediate responses.

”

Dick Roth, Roth
Associates — New York

“

Not all companies have CMOs anymore;
instead we’re seeing several Marketing
VPs that may report into a committee or
to separate division heads. Often bigger
companies become siloed to the point
that one brand group may not know what
another is doing. Although there has
been talk that the Superstar CMO may be
going away, there is tremendous
efficiency in an empowered marketing
leader. Yet, becoming the glue between
the silos has increasingly become an
opportunity for consultants. Although
companies now recognize the
inefficiencies of silos, consultants can
also provide a broader view to help
marketers find answers that they may not
so easily see.

”

Ken Robinson, Ark
Advisors — New York
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The increased responsibilities of 21st century marketing leaders are not only
exceedingly complex, but carry far greater levels of accountability than ever before in an
era of data digitization. Plus, today, they face a convergence of agency deliverables. For
example, is the social media strategy executed by the PR agency, the digital agency, the
media agency or the creative agency? It is difficult to manage and integrate all the
specialists.
A CMO must be the company’s visionary and its expert on trends, while demonstrating
adeptness at both internal and external communications. Add a global overlay of
regulations, carbon footprints, CSR, cultures, languages, political environments and all
manner of differing perspectives… and you’ve described one of the world’s most
challenging occupations-- played on a very public stage fraught with immediate
customer reaction that directly affects a brand’s potential for success.

Dick Roth of Roth Associates in New York raises an important issue: “It’s hard to
measure the impact of a CMO.” He outlines that it’s relatively easy to gauge the
effectiveness of a CEO or CFO; “Just ask, ‘Are earnings up?’ What question do you
pose for a CMO? Are brand metrics improving? What is the net influence of their
work in the financially-driven corporation?”
Jeff Estok of Navigare in Australia believes that “Three of the biggest challenges facing
CMOs are issues of ROI; Transparency; and Governance.”
He explains: “Client organizations and CFOs, in particular, are pressuring CMOs to
deliver greater ROI. CMOs are focusing on all areas of marketing spend, including
agency remuneration. Agency fees can account for up to 20% of a client’s total spend
with an agency, yet all too frequently are not measured to the same degree as, say, their
media spend. Clients are increasingly using Partner Engagement Programs to derive
better ROI and ROE (Return On Effort) from their service providers.
Agencies, too, are putting pressure on CMOs in terms of transparency and governance.
Even with self-managed pitches, the trend is toward retaining consultants that offer
software-enabled ‘scrutinizing’ services to ensure that the pitch process is fair and
objective, and avoids any potential for damage to the client’s reputation.
Similarly, with existing relationships, agencies are demanding less subjectivity, and
greater transparency, in relation to the achievement of their PBR metrics. Consultants
play a valuable role here as well, in terms of transparency and governance.”
Darren Woolley of Trinity P3 in Australia finds that “CMOs are increasingly focused on
the delivery of a measurably effective and coordinated marketing plan across multiple
disparate markets. With this increasing focus on ROI the role of consultants is

“

Thirty years ago Harvard professor Ted Levitt wrote about ‘globalization.’ It turned out that he
was wrong. The world adapted instead to ‘Americanization.’ CMOs could create a product or a
campaign in the US and know that it would take off globally, because the US economy and
culture were so dominant. Not any longer - the rise of the BRICs, and now the N11, means that
CMOs face a more complex, fragmented world. Add to that technology and the speed in which
it mutates, and it is clear that CMOs now face a perfect storm. Search consultants are their
reliable go-between, helping them identify the resources that help them maintain their
competitiveness in the current economic environment.

”
”

becoming more important in providing advice and expertise in managing and
measuring the effectiveness and efficiency of the performance of their marketing
service providers.”
This is best illustrated by an example. Darren Woolley explains, “I was recently
discussing the service provider portfolio with a CMO in Asia who initially felt he had
3 agencies on his roster-- immediately thinking of his regionally-aligned media and
two creative agencies. Within a few minutes of discussion we had mapped that he
engaged 12 companies across digital services, retail, PR and the like-- and that was
just in China alone. Across the region he had more than 50 agencies working on
one brand.
How does this happen? It is because service providers are often added on a needs or
ad-hoc basis and not in response to a strategic plan. Many marketers will align their
media agencies for the buying power and alignment, and then have a web of content
providers-- becoming bogged down in trying to manage and align them.
This is where consultants offer maximum value due to their independence, their
expansive view of the marketplace and their deep understanding of the marketing–
agency process and potential.”
Stuart Pocock of The Observatory in London puts a marketer’s division of work-time
into perspective: “Agencies fail to understand that most senior Marketers dedicate
less then 10% of their time on Agency Matters, and most will be dealing with
multiple Marcomms suppliers-- so many will not get that much attention! Agencies
always believe that the client fraternity has an outstanding understanding of the
Agency landscape. In truth, very few do. They have a day job, and are less than
inclined to focus on what the Agency world is up to. That's why they need
consultants to guide them through the Agency jungle.”

Avi Dan, AviDan
Strategies — New York

“

The CMO is accountable to the CEO
and the Board — as the miracle worker
— to deliver on building brand
preference and revenues. Yet CMOs
often need help in agency roster
management, especially in a multiagency model or dream team of
best-in-class agencies. They have
limited time to make miracles, so they
look to expert consultants to help source
and build the team.
As we bring perspective from many
other clients to the table, CMOs look
to us for the outside view. Much of
our work is in roster management
and roles/responsibilities and fee
allocation for the coalition of agency
specialists. We help by having lived
through the creation of building
models for a wide variety of
companies that can enable any client
to move faster and effectively.

”

Joanne Davis, Joanne
Davis Consulting —
New York

“

David Wethey,
Agency Assessments
— London

The major change over the 22 years we have been trading is the influence of procurement. This has
forced CMOs to be more cost and process-driven. This development cuts both ways with consultants. We
now have more assignments for remuneration consultancy and are involved in a more complicated pitch
process. Yet procurement developments also encourage more clients to figure out answers for
themselves.

CMOs have also become far busier, more stressed and pulled in many directions. This indirectly creates
opportunities for consultants. On the other hand, a CMO under stress may feel inhibited about using a
consultant for a task that colleagues or bosses may feel he or she could do themselves.

”
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Where do you see the Marketing &
Advertising Industry Going?

“ W
The industry has been in a state of flux
over the last few years primarily
because of the massive acceleration of
channels both non-terrestrial and
digital. The situation has been
exacerbated by neither Agencies nor
Clients getting their heads around this.

However in established markets (The
EU and North America) we've seen a
pretty significant end to the digital
honeymoon as Clients have eventually
realized that it’s simply another (albeit
crucial) channel. Tighter budgets, less
internal resource and greater pressures
to deliver has meant that a significant
number of Clients are moving away
from 'specialist' to Agencies that can
deliver across the board, have shorter
lines of communication and provide
rapid solutions. We'll see more of this
trend. It will also have an effect on the
BRIC markets, where digital is such a
focus at the moment, with Global
Marketers imposing this model on
their agency supply chain.

”

Stuart Pocock, The
Observatory — London
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The answers to this question may be among the most interesting in the series,
especially when one views consultants as key to understanding marketer needs and
agency deliverables. In doing so, they also recognize the importance of organizational
structure.
A majority of consultants discussed issues of agency re-bundling as a critical area of
concern; not all thought that we’ll see an exact return to past agency structure, but
certainly better collaboration among specialist areas is crucial. Others talked about the
effects of today’s digital world on agencies — not only in terms of metrics and the
potential of technology, but in terms of creativity.
“The great debate continues on whether media and creative will be re-coupled,” says
Joanne Davis. “Many clients wish media and creative were never de-coupled as you
need every touch point in sync. On the other hand, de-coupling resulted in far greater
media creativity and leadership than before. Media agency leaders regularly tell us
‘we’re the new creative agencies.’ ”

ArkAdvisors’ Ann Billock agrees. She has noticed that media agencies can be quite
creative when they pitch on their own “When we have joint reviews with both creative
and media agencies, we notice that the creativity of the media agency can be stifled.
The creative agency still believes it owns the creative idea.” Ann predicts that creative
and media will stay separate, although general agencies will do more to be better
integrated. Ken Robinson of ArkAdvisors says that he sees more independent start-ups.
“Highly sought-after creatives are going out on their own again. This is a sign that that
the industry is doing better and it can support more independent shops.”
“There is no doubt that there is a blurring of the lines, as well as a move ‘forward to the
past,’’ says Jeff Estok of Australia’s Navigare. “After almost a decade of focus on
‘channel’—the separation of media from creative; an emphasis on channel planning;
and the proliferation of specialist business units; many Agencies have come full circle,
and offer a one-stop, through the line solution.”
He continues, “At the recent B&T Agency of the Year Awards here in Australia,
‘traditional’ Agencies were finalists in the specialist categories of DM Agency;
Promotional Agency; and Experiential Agency of the Year; and won for Interactive
Agency; and Best Digital Campaign.
This blurring of the lines increases the complexity of Agency portfolio management for
the CMO, and demands that Clients and Agencies embrace a culture of collaboration.”
Estok sees another major trend emerging from this new collaborative spirit. “Clients
want to leverage the intellectual capital residing within their Agency roster, and tap into

“

We are increasingly facing a fragmented world where brands and marketers will need to embrace customized mass
marketing. Technology is not only driving this, it is also making it achievable. Data is becoming increasingly important
in informing marketers’ understanding of the customer-- allowing them to customize marketing communications to
build deeper customer relationships on a mass-market scale.
This requires a different approach to market, requiring an understanding of the customer’s path to purchase and
relationship development. It will require a coordinated and aligned approach to the customer at each step of the
purchase process and beyond. This means moving beyond acquisition to metrics such as share-of-wallet, total
customer value and lifetime value.
CEOs who talk about being customer centric will need to become customer centric. This will be led by the marketers
who have the strategic ability to align the organization to the customer and manage customer relationships from
acquisition through to retention and loyalty.
Darren Woolley,

”

it for the greater good of their business. Collaboration requires Agencies to focus more
on the sharing of inputs, and often times collectively co-creating outputs—a significant
organizational, cultural, and behavioral change for the industry. This concept is foreign
to Agencies, as they see each other as competitors. But as Clients demand more
collaborative behavior, Agencies are going to have to learn how to play nicely with each
other.”
Partners Greg Paull and Dave Beals of R3:JLB agree that “There's going to be more and
more demand on accountability, particularly as the digital environment offers more
metrics than ever before. Contrary to this, there's also going to be additional pressure
on creativity-- as consumers become more time poor and bombarded with messages.
So the lookout will always be on agencies that balance and deliver both.”
Agency Assessements’ David Wethey offers a broad outlook: “Fragmentation is the
name of the game. Specialist agencies of all types spring up all the time. And there will
be more. That’s not to say that established players won’t be offering integration and
one-stop shopping across all frontiers.”
He adds that he finds digital really interesting. “The Digital Agency, I think, will be a
tautology [an unnecessary repetition] within a few short years. It’s going to be tough for
these agencies, unless they are really good or differentiated. The real test is going to be
the durability — or otherwise — of the holding group model. Provided they carry on
growing and showing good profits, there will be endless opportunities for independents
to cash in their chips.”
Joanne Davis also believes this to be true. “We will see new start up specialists for new
digital applications and when they reach a critical mass, the holding companies will buy
them or build them.” On another note, she adds, “We expect to see production decoupling so lower value work can be more economically managed in lower cost
markets with educated, tech savvy talent like India, Moriches, Costa Rica, etc., especially
for multi-nationals with needs for translations/transcreation.”
Avi Dan offers his perspective on one of the most sweeping issues ahead. “There's a lot
of talk about ‘ideas’ or ‘digital vs. traditional’ and ‘ROI,’ but I think that the biggest
problem for agencies, especially the big, holding company ones, is financial.
Accelerated pressures will reshape the agency landscape.”
“During the recession,” he points out, “the 100 top advertisers maintained their
margin, while their agencies lost 2 points to 10.5%. (Note: Ten years ago, agencies
posted margins of 16-17%.) Performance-based compensation, already implemented by
the likes of Procter & Gamble and Coca-Cola, will further erode agency profitability.
This will have dire implications for the kind of talent agency hire and how much they
can invest in training. It will also have implications for the number of offices around
the world an agency maintains. Especially with today's technology, more would move to
a hub structure, driving savings by abandoning unnecessary real estate.”

Trinity P3 — Australia

“

We’re seeing two very strong polar
trends. On the one hand, clients are
seeking consolidation in the media
area. Yet there are more assignments
to find greater specialization in the
online and technology sectors. Today’s
offerings are so varied. For example,
clients need specialists in gaming,
mobile, or search engine marketing.
Until big agencies provide depth in all
these areas, we’ll keep seeing requests
for emerging sectors.

”

Ann Billock, ArkAdvisors —
New York

“

Holding companies will still be
appointed by global clients to be
the backbone of their
communication strategy, but the
client will be better informed and
more demanding about their
remuneration in order to be able
to afford specialists in specific
areas — mobile, new
technologies, social networks.

”

Florence Garnier,
Marketing Efficiency —
France
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How do you see the role of the agency
consultant evolving globally over the
next 3-5 years?
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Agency Management and Search Consultants agree on two main issues as they
look to the future:
1. They must become increasingly global in their perspectives and their offerings
2. There are significant advisory needs to be filled beyond agency reviews and
searches.
The global theme was specifically mentioned by several consultants. When
referring to the near future, Dave Beals said, “We will have more stakeholders
within companies to work with – from procurement to finance and digital teams.
And increasingly, we will need to be more global. That's why we merged with R3
this year to create R3:JLB, and we're both now investing together in a global
consulting solution.”
Marketing Efficiency’s Florence Garnier notes that today’s clients seek greater
cooperation as they recognize how they need the global vision supported by the
holding companies as well as skilled local agencies conversant in new
technologies.
Stuart Pocock, whose London company, The Observatory, is part of Roth
Observatory International, raises an interesting issue. “The problem is there are
few truly Global Consultants. There are those who will take on Global
assignments, but who do not have the true insight into 'local markets'-- and that
can be to the Marketers detriment in the long term. Some consultants purport to
have multi-country links, but these are all very loose and generally a collection of
people doing their own thing in market and doing it differently.
We set up our global network so you get the same product, quality of insight and
proprietary metrics regardless of which of our offices you're dealing with. Unless
Consultants are prepared to invest heavily in developing a true Global offering
with all that entails, the Global consultant offering will not materialize.”
When looking ahead to the next several years, Joanne Davis emphasized: “We will
continue to provide SME (Subject Matter Expertise) given the growing choice and
complexity within the agency universe.” However, she also believes that if
consultants do not have a global network, they will have to create one. She
admits that her own network, SCAN International, will add more country-partner
consultants in growing marketing.
Yet, she also adds that some of her proudest consulting work has been saving
client-agency relationships. “We’ll see more consulting firms embrace a model of
specialized consulting rather than just offering agency reviews.”
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Avi Dan says it in a slightly different way. “With CMOs becoming more
concerned with the complexity of managing their global advertising assets,
consultants will be asked to go beyond search and devise an architecture for
collaboration. Specifically, CMOs will look at consultants to go beyond subject
matter involvement in their business, to an on-going broad leadership role with
the agencies, ensuring collaboration.”
Both Jeff Estok and Cam Carter of Navigare would agree. “Our business has seen
tremendous growth in strategic advisory services, and we anticipate this growth
will continue. Our relationships have evolved from quarterly and half-yearly
Engagement assessment and reporting to retained consulting projects—
Engagement planning and monitoring; SOW build; collaborating with
Procurement and Marketing on retainers and PBR; and being engaged by
Agencies to mediate where significant barriers to excellence threaten a
relationship.
As Clients opt for longer Agency relationships, and fewer reviews, strategic
advisory will no doubt continue to be a growth segment for consultants.”
Trinity P3’s Darren Woolley elaborates by presenting a broader viewpoint: “Many
consultants have fulfilled a largely tactical role, fulfilling the immediate needs of
their marketing clients: a creative agency here, a media agency there. It is largely
a needs-fulfillment process with the consultant value based on their market
knowledge allowing them to quickly fulfill these tactical needs.
In the next 3-5 years this role will become increasingly more strategic, providing
marketers with advice on the 3 Ps — purpose, people and process.”
Woolley defines this as:
» Identifying the requirements of the marketing team to deliver their purpose in
the short-to-long term.
» Assisting in selecting and developing the people capabilities internally and
externally.
» Creating structures and process to deliver the marketing purpose as effectively
and efficiently as possible.
By way of example, he says, “Currently we are working with a FMCG company,
who through mergers and acquisition have found themselves with almost ten
creative agencies and innumerable other content service providers including
sales promotion, research, public relations, sponsorship, digital of various types,
graphic design agencies, print management, media, and POP. This represents
almost 100 suppliers in total.
Largely this is because across a multitude of brands, supplier selection and
management beyond the creative and media agency has been on an ad-hoc basis.
We are working with marketing and procurement to define the 3-year needs of
the marketing team and then build a strategic supplier alignment plan to achieve
their needs.
This requires a more sophisticated approach than simply selecting the ‘right’
agency and involves looking at structures, supplier contracts, compensation /
remuneration, process optimization and relationship management designed to
deliver the strategic needs of the marketers to maximize their outputs and
results, while minimizing wastage, duplication and administration: Increased
effectiveness and efficiency.

“

This has been a year of huge change in
our industry; digital has come of age and
is becoming integrated into Marketing
departments and budgets, thus driving
greater integration from the agencies. All
agency disciplines are reaping the
rewards from their investment in digital
talent and expertise.
The digital winners are those specialists
that have the size and scale to run
innovation through the industry, or have
come of age by specializing in social
media, mobile or customer experience.
Data is increasingly becoming King.
2011 will see the rise of the big integrated
umbrella brand idea (thinking and
strategy is at a real premium). Face book
and Google will continue to grow and
Video will be the new buzz word.
International brands need to still master
the local, global brand dilemma. Proper
360 agency evaluation will be the only
real way to stimulate change and drive
new ways of working through
international organizations. A must if
they are going to make the most of the
fast changing Marketing stage.

”

Suki Thomson, The
Oystercatchers — London

Simply knowing and understanding the business will no longer cut it. Consulting
in this category will be driven by strategic innovation.”
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As a corporation’s procurement
department increases its involvement in
advertising is there potential for
understanding the value a consultant
offers?

“

T

We are now moving into ‘Procurement 2.0’.

Procurement ‘1.0’ was all about costs, and there is
no doubt that Procurement was effective at cutting
the costs out of their relationships with their
marketing services providers. But many
Companies are now finding that this produced
false economies. As costs came out of the
business, so did the quantum and quality of
Provider staff working on that business.
Procurement 1.0 helped define that destiny.

Procurement 2.0 is about value. The enlightened
Procurement Professional is seeking input from
their various constituents on issues such as
Provider capacity and capability, and then reengineering agreements to ensure that their
organization’s needs are being met. Procurement
2.0 is also about collaborating, rather than
dictating, particularly on risk/reward schemes with
their Providers.
Consultants provide invaluable ‘whole-of-market’
knowledge on a range of issues relating to service
levels, remuneration, and PBR; whereas
Procurement’s view is typically more micro, and
restricted to their current stable of Agencies.

Cam Carter, Navigare —
Australia
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There’s no question that a company’s procurement department will
become more involved in all aspects of the marketing and advertising
process. Most consultants admit that they can derive benefits from
working with procurement professionals who are open to
understanding more about the role marketing plays within the
corporation. Yet, consultants are also aware that strong procurement
departments may feel there is no need for outside experts. There is
certainly a need for evolution…

Avi Dan puts the role of procurement into perspective with a view
that spans the past decade. “Marketing procurement,” he says,
“initially focused on putting pressure on agency fees.” He continues:
“As they started to understand the agency business better,
procurement departments shifted their attention to develop
efficiencies in more significant areas: media investment, agency
operations, production and research. These areas yield higher savings
than simply cutting the agency's fees.

Understanding the agency better means that Procurement will
continue to increase its respect of the consultant's role. Marketing
procurement people have come a long way in the last 10 years. But
they are still outsiders when it comes to agencies. Procurement is not
a replacement during a search; it is a complimentary, especially
during compensation and contract negotiation.”
R3’s Greg Paull concurs. “Where they understand marketing,
procurement have been great partners for us in our work. Our core
roles, as always, will be to provide agency expertise and insight and to
provide industry-relevant benchmarks beyond an individual company.
Where procurement does not fully understand marketing, we can
provide a valuable “educational” role and in helping bridge the gap
between a client’s marketing and procurement groups, leveraging the
respective strengths of each part of the client organization.”
David Wethey of London-based Agency Assessments states the
procurement dilemma clearly. “Some marketing procurement people
seem determined to discourage marketers from using us. Others
understand, and some of our most interesting consultancy
assignments are procurement-driven.”

Trinity P3’s Darren Woolley takes this a step further.
“Procurement professionals have much to add to the
process and to due diligence, but unless they are
specialists in the marketing category, they should use
consultants to add to their knowledge and develop
understanding of the nuances of marketing. Even those
who are marketing procurement specialists can benefit
from working with consultants who often have a broader
view of the marketplace and a more intimate
understanding of the options provided.
On the flip side, consultants need to understand the role
of procurement and the benefits and disciplines they
bring to the mix. Situated within the client organization
and often with direct reporting to the CFO and CEO,
procurement can be a great ally to marketing and the
consultant.”
Joanne Davis offers an interesting perspective. “We’re
seeing an increase in the level of talent in procurement
departments. One head of indirect procurement at a
major multinational told us she is only hiring
procurement executives with marketing skills to join her
team.” She predicts, “The less-than-optimal procurement
executives will work to become more proficient. They’ll
learn the from the best procurement executives on how to
become a student of advertising or otherwise lose on
being invited to the party.”
Her advice? “If we tell procurement clients that
consultants aren’t offering a commodity service, and
enough consultants refuse to work on a commodity basis
(just as agencies have done), then procurement will
understand and better respect the value that professional
consultants provide.”
Ark Advisors’ Ann Billock echoes this idea. “Most
procurement people don’t come from marketing, so the
more they learn, the better for everyone. As they become
increasingly involved, they must be open to the ideas and
nuances of our fast-changing industry.”
Paris-based Florence Garnier believes that consultants are
helpful to procurement people for two main reasons.
“The first is that procurement teams are often very small
and lack the time to perform a complete and meaningful
analysis. In contrast, the scope of a consultant’s
knowledge is vast. The second reason is that few
procurement people are conversant in today’s technical
areas: new technologies, production, new
communications strategies for social networks, etc.
Again, consultants can provide timely, meaningful
advice.”
Stuart Pocock of The Observatory in London offers a
practical and forthright view of today’s procurement

issues as it relates to agency reviews. “Procurement
departments are generally less than keen to involve
Consultants — largely because a) they think that it's their
job to do the work and b) they don't have departmental
line budgets to pay for them. Some Procurement
professionals do have a good understanding and insight
into the marketplace, and in these instances they probably
don't need Consultants. But even good Procurement
individuals are constrained by the fact that they are
operating within one sector, and with one set of agencies
and data. Tapping into good (global) consultancy offers
them insight into best practice, experience and
proprietary data across sectors and territories.
The vast majority of procurement executives don't have
the insight on Agencies that (good) consultants do, and
will often bring price to the fore. In these instances, it's
likely that they’ll get a solution — but, in time, it will
turn out not to be a good one. Procurement are also
(rightly) suspicious of Consultants who take money from
Agencies for registration fees or win fees, whilst also
having the Client paying for them to run pitches.
Certainly this can be seen to affect the Consultants
impartiality - and is a no go area when it comes to Agency
fee negotiation (for very obvious reasons). Fee
negotiations are notoriously complicated events.
Marketers want the best work, quickly. Procurement
wants the best deal. The agency wants to be fairly paid for
their work. And each comes with often deep-rooted
preconceptions about the agenda of the other two. Great
procurement people recognize that the right Consultant
can really add to the process, well beyond their sheer costs
— and in these instances build a good degree of trust and
reliance on their input.”

“

The Procurement Role and involvement is
increasing and their relevance in optimizing
marketing and communication budgets is key
for companies. The consultants speak the same
language as procurement people as we have the
data, benchmarks and metrics to help optimize
costs and rationalize negotiations and we are a
good link between marketing teams and
procurements teams in companies.

”

Cesar Vacchiano, Grupo
Consultores — Latin America
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So what’s next for agency consultants in
an increasingly global industry?

T
“
Cathy Cohan, Executive
Vice President of Roth
Associates

More than ever before, they [marketers]
need to demonstrate marketing
accountability, risk management and
best practice, and with a smaller staff
than their predecessors would have had
available ten or twenty years ago — and
that’s something a good consultant can
bring to the party.

”

Cathy Cohan, Executive Vice President of Roth Associates, recognizes that in moving
forward globally, there may be more questions to consider than current answers.
“Of course, consultants minimize the day-to-day disruption that any search generates
while bringing expertise and objectivity. However, marketers, especially global ones,
need to better understand the value of search consultants and assess whether they can
benefit from such help. Unfortunately, a good number of marketers misunderstand
the role of agency consultants or are simply unaware of what they can offer.
And there are marketers who want to use consultants, but procurement departments
can veto the decision. It’s our job to the raise of the value of what we do—not only in
the eyes of procurement, but in the eyes of marketers, agencies and all others
associated with the industry.
I’d suggest, particularly in global searches, that a client asks the following of their
consulting team:
» What do see as the largest benefits you bring to a multinational marketer
who’s embarking on a global search?
» What are your areas of specialization and core competencies?
» Which of your current/past assignments are global?
» At what point would you advise a client to use a search consultant? At what
size?

Greg Paull, R3 — China

» Where are management and search consultancies going in our
fast-changing digital, global world?
» Which is your growth area — search or other consulting disciplines?”

Participating Agency
Management & Search Consultants:
Cam
Jeff
Darren
Greg
Florence
Verónica
Cesar
David
Stuart
Suki
Ann
Ken
Avi
David
Joanne
Cathy
Dick
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Carter
Estok
Woolley
Paull
Garnier
Samblás
Vacchiano
Wethey
Pocock
Thompson
Billock
Robinson
Dan
Beals
Davis
Cohan
Roth

Navigare PtyLtd
Navigare PtyLtd
Trinity P3
R3
Marketing Efficiency
Grupo Consultores
Grupo Consultores
Agency Assessments Int.
The Observatory International Ltd
The Oystercatchers
Ark Advisors
Ark Advisors
Avidan Strategies
JLB
Joanne Davis Consulting
Roth Associates
Roth Associates
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Australia
Australia
Australia
China
France
Spain
Latin America
UK
UK
UK
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

carter@navigare.com.au
jeff.estok@navigare.com.au
darren@trinityp3.com
greg@rthree.com
fgarnier@marketingefficiency.fr
ksamblas@grupoconsultores.com
cvacchiano@grupoconsultores.com
davidw@agencyassessments.com
stuartp@observatoryltd.com
suki@theoystercatchers.com
annb@ark-advisors.com
kenr@ark-advisors.com
avi@avidanstrategies.com
david.beals@jlbeals.com
joanne@joannedavisconsulting.com
ccohan@askroth.com
rroth@askroth.com
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THE INTERNATIONALIST HAILS THE BEST & BRIGHTEST AT THE INNOVATORS SUMMIT
On January 20 at New York’s Trump Soho hotel, an elite group of agency executives and marketing leaders gathered
to underscore that innovation is alive and well in the marketing industry. Underwritten by SKYNEWS and The
Financial Times, The Internationalist’s Innovators Summit celebrated a stellar group of the world’s top agency
innovators and breakthrough thinkers from such diverse locations as Lagos, Beijing, Singapore, Johannesburg,
London, Montreal, Chicago, Miami, New York and Rogers Arkansas.
All photo identifications from left:

17

1 John Wright and Lee Daley—both McCann WorldGroup and Gretchen Parks, JP Morgan
2 Kenny Tomlin, Rockfish Interactive, Angela Steele, Starcom MediaVest Group and Dave Knox, Rockfish
Interactive
3 Claudia Lagunas, Pepsico and Vince Frezzo, Coty
4 Tim Mickelborough, Thomson Reuters with Jennifer DePietro and Kate McVeigh—both CNN International
5 Allison Coley, MEC
6 Enyi Odigbo, Casers Group; Dick Van Motman, DDB China; Tim Love, Omnicom, Roland Janisse, Cortex
Consulting and Glen Lomas, DDB South Africa
7 David Lang, Mindshare Entertainment and Harry Neuhaus, Petry International
8 Griffin Farley and Saneel Radia—both BBH
9 Claudia Lagunas of Pepsico chats with Matthew Don of Doremus
10 Conover Brown, WorldMedia
11 Kate Williams, Columbus Media International and Annabelle Canwell, SKY NEWS
12 Anne Dooley, BBDO Worldwide with Mark Sherman and Lauren Richards—both Media Experts
13 Guy Griggs, CNN International and Andy Wasef, MEC
14 Belle Lenz, MPG; Avi Dan, AviDan Strategies and Amanda Crowley, MPG
15 Adnan Brankovic, Initiative and Carolina Jimenez-Garcia, Mindshare
16 Chris Traina, Chris Traina Communications and Cynthia McFarlane, Saatchi & Saatchi Worldwide
17 Cydney Roach, Deloitte; Brendan Banahan, Bank of America; Joanne Miller, Deloitte
18 Saneel Radia, BBH; Anne Dooley, BBDO Worldwide and Philippe Paget, AdForum
19 Mark Sherman, Media Experts, Joe Warren, MediaVest Group, Lauren Richards, Media Experts and Donna
Campanella, Avon Products
20 Enyi Odigbo, Casers Group; Annabelle Canwell, SKY NEWS and Dick Van Motman, DDB China
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CMO COUNCIL HOSTS ITS NORTH AMERICAN SUMMIT IN SAN JOSE,
CALIFORNIA
With theme of “Synchronizing the ‘C-Suite,’” the CMO Council hosted its annual
gathering of Chief Marketing Officers to discuss how C-Level Alignment can lead to
improved Customer Experience, Marketing Effectiveness and Operational Efficiency.
All photo identifications from left:

10

11

1 Lauren Flaherty, Juniper Networks; George Skaff, SGI and Katy Keim, Lithium
2 Marcus Starke, SAP and Bob Wynne, Seimens Enterprise Communications
3 Omar Tawakol, Blue Kai and Alan Gellman, Wells Fargo
4 Jennifer Grazel, Prudential and Saurabh Bhatia, Vdopida
5 Jan Soderstrom, Sun Power
6 Kyle Ahlfinger, Flowserve and Perry Kamel, Accenture
7 Lucas Frank, Jeep
8 The CMO Council staff
9 Donovan Neale-May, Executive Director- CMO Council
10 John Ellett, nFusion and Shail Khiyara, Taleo
11 Bill Ogle, Motorola
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MONACO COMES TO MANHATTAN
The New York Chapter of the IAA presented its annual Winter Ball with Monaco theme at The Pierre Hotel this year. Highlighting the fun of Principality’s wellknow Beaux-Arts casino at Monte Carlo, the IAA hosted plenty of Croupiers, Roulette tables and Baccarat-- all played with symbolic money donated to charity.
James Bond may have been missing, but the crowd was equally glamorous—and complete with martinis—shaken, not stirred.
All photo identifications from left:
1 John William, BBC World News and Douglas Cajas, Axel Springer
2 Jonathan Howlett, BBC World News
3 Suzanne Hopkins, The Economist and Alex Tamayo, PHD
4 Paul Greenberg, NYC & Company and Michael Monheim, Axel Springer
5 Carl Fischer, BloombergBusinessweek
6 David Kay, The Economist
7 Ilene Patrizio, CA and Adnan Brankovic, Initiative
8 Sal Zammuto, Burda and Tim Mickelborough, Thomson Reuters
9 Carly Graham-Garcia and Barry Salzman—both Google
10 Alex Clemente and James Patton—both Harvard Business Review
11 Deborah Malone, The Internationalist and Julie Chan, Pfizer
12 Joe Bihlmier, American Express
13 Len Blaifeder, BNY Mellon
14 Jill Goldring, BloombergBusinessweek and Scott Smith, MEC

Contact our team: Conover Brown, Melissa Worrell, Natalya Meytin, Jeannie Ng, Shirley Wai
conoverbrown@worldmediaonline.com melissaworrell@worldmediaonline.com

Hub Culture’s 2010 Zeitgeist Rankings
For those of you who aren’t aware (I admit I was a bit off), the German concept of “zeitgeist” means the “spirit of
the times” and generally refers to the cultural, intellectual, ethical, spiritual and political climate within a nation.
This reminder might make understanding Hub Culture’s 2010 Zeitgeist Rankings a bit clearer.
Hub Culture is a social network that merges the online and physical environments. Each year it compiles a list of
city rankings, gathered through surveys and outreach with Hub Culture members around the world, to determine
where we are headed and where the action is. In developing the rankings, Hub Culture utilizes markers such as
population rankings, gross domestic product (GDP) and quality of life. This year, the list seems to be strongly
influenced by cities with access to resources and those that are committed to saving the planet.

Number three on the list is San Francisco. This city is a
hot bed for innovation – and not just with respect to
technology. There is a foodie+organic+homegrown
movement going on in San Fran and it is seeping into
other parts of the nation. Much of what is happening
with respect to the new green economy has roots firmly
planted the Bay Area.
A little farther down the California coast, Los Angeles
finds itself ranked fourth on the list, followed by
Shanghai, Zurich, Sydney, New York, London, Hong
Kong, Beijing, Washington, DC, Cape Town, Singapore,
Tokyo, Copenhagen, Mexico City, Istanbul, Buenos Aires
and finally Abu Dhabi.
Rising to the top of Hub Culture’s list is Sao Paulo,
Brazil, which was previously ranked number seven on the
2008 survey. Sao Paulo’s surprising rank as number one
is due, in part, to the fact that Brazil has become one of
the single most important players in the world with
respect to resources. In energy, years of green policies
and initiatives in biofuels are now paying dividends. As
carbon markets develop, the Amazon has the potential to
become a lucrative, protected carbon gold mine,
according to Hub Culture’s listing.
Coming in second on the list is Berlin, which I am sure
will raise some eyebrows, but when you take a closer
look, you realize that Berlin remains a mecca in Eastern
Europe. The city becomes more diverse every day and is
home to an increasing amount of startups focused in the
web 2.0 field.
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New this year to the Zeitgeist list are Zurich, Cape Town
and Abu Dhabi. Zurich, often considered unassuming, is
sizzling these days. Companies from the UK and
elsewhere are relocating to Zurich to take advantage of
tax and labor benefits. This in turn is driving new
construction and a need for more services. Abu Dhabi
which made the list for the first time at number twenty, is
really where the money in the Middle East is right now.
Momentum from flashy Dubai has shifted towards Abu
Dhabi and the city is making some grand statements of
its own.
Stan Stalnaker is the founder and creative director of Hub Culture,
a real network merging the virtual and physical. Hub Pavilions
are opening worldwide with workspace, online collaboration
tools and support services for Hub members. He can be
contacted at stan.stalnaker@hubculture.com
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